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Welcome to Makarelle!

Welcome to our brand spanking new edition of Makarelle - on the theme ‘Tattoo’.
Writers and visual artists alike confirmed that
they had felt challenged by our theme, but they
passed the test with flying colours; creating
short stories, both fictional and non-fictional,
flash fiction, poems, drawings and photographs
with such diverse interpretations of the word
‘tattoo’ that you will be flabbergasted and delighted.
The quality of submissions has been truly excellent. You can look forward to contributions not
only from the UK - we are proud to have received beautiful pieces from artists in Japan,
Mauritius and Germany, too. In fact, we had so
many contributions that it took us a while (and
cost us a few nights’ sleep) in order to make that
final selection.
Will you like this magazine even if you are not
into tattoos, you ask? Absolutely! Our summer
issue reflects views on all variations on the
theme, both positive and negative.
If you google ‘definition of tattoo’, you will be
rewarded with 75 300 000 results in 53 seconds.
Even the etymology of the word itself is not
straightforward. In the late seventeenth century,
soldiers were fined if they should be found
drinking after 9 pm. A well-timed drum or bugle
call was intended to give the signal to close the
taps on the crates, or ’tap-too’, based on the

Dutch ’doe den tap toe’. When the drum became the dominant choice, soldiers began to call
any rhythmic drumming, for example with fingers on the table, ‘beating tattoo’.
Remarkably, the origin of the word describing
the second meaning of ‘tattoo’, the permanent
marking of skin, is also based on a rhythmic
sound. A sharp object, sometimes made from
bone, or a shark’s tooth, is tapped by a wooden
stick in order to drive ink into the stretched skin,
making a tap-tap sound. The Tahitian onomatopoeia for this is ‘Tau-Tau’.

There are a myriad of ways to mark the body,
and this is reflected in our pieces. Among other
reasons, the ‘ink under the skin’ method can be
fuelled by the urge to rebel, to commemorate a
loved one, an appreciation of visual art, or even
the need to mark the spot for radiotherapy.
This issue boasts one of the most beautiful, exuberant and life affirming photographs we have
ever seen - and one that shows the use of a tattoo in order to celebrate and demonstrate healing. Unsurprisingly, we chose this image as our
cover.
We love this issue of Makarelle - and we hope
you will come to love it as much as we do.

Dini, Jane and Ruth

Content

Content

Editorial
by Jane Langan
“Heavily tattooed women can be said to control and subvert the ever-present 'male gaze' by
forcing men (and women) to look at their bodies in a manner that exerts control.”
Margo DeMello

When Dini and Ruth suggested tattoo as a
theme for this issue of Makarelle, I was surprised. Neither of them has a tattoo. Then they
reminded me that tattoo can mean so many other things. Of course, they are completely right,
and this issue shows this. I hope you enjoy the
diversity and creativity that has come out of this
unusual theme.
I would consider myself to be ‘a heavily tattooed woman who likes to subvert the male
gaze.’ I have two sleeves (ie tattoos that cover
both my arms) - although I have a little space for
a few more and I have tattoos on the top of my
back, my left thigh and my right shin.
People react strongly to my tattoos. They are
like Marmite, they either
hate them or love them,
there doesn't appear to
be an in-between.

tattoos. People turn round and say, 'Why would
you do that to yourself?' or 'I just think they’re
ugly.’ People would never say that about your
hair style.
I am in the minority of people in my age group
with tattoos, only 9% of Generation X (39 - 53year-olds) have 5 or more tattoos. I couldn't find
a stat to tell me how many of the 9% were women. My female friends either have no tattoos or
one or two discreetly placed. My peers did not
influence me.
I had my first tattoo at 28. This was 10 years
after I walked into a tattoo studio and then
walked straight out again, terrified. But I knew,
even at 18, that I was going to have tattoos. My
first tattoo was a tiny daisy
on my shoulder.
One of the most common
questions I get asked is why?
Why would you want tattoos?

Similarly, the general
populace has no filter
when commenting on
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Editorial by Jane Langan

1.

consultants and chemo).

Many people assume it is to do with the
pleasure/pain principle. I get no pleasure
from the pain. Usually I’m exhausted afterwards because of the adrenalin. Nor do I enjoy the healing process when they are all
scabby and itchy. When they heal and look
beautiful, is when I can really enjoy them.
Some think that having tattoos is self-harm. I
can’t speak for every single person who has
ever had a tattoo - but for the people I know
who have had them I have never come
across this.
2.
I have always felt different. This is a way of
externalising that I don't want to look like
everyone else; I like to challenge my thinking
and keep an open mind. My tattoos help me
do that. They remind me that everyone can
and should be able to express themselves.
3.
I see them as art; I have art on me, as well as
all around me, and that makes me feel beautiful.
4.
I was diagnosed with Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia (CML) in 2010. My body is out of
control. Getting a tattoo is something I can
control. I decide what goes on my body.
Since they diagnosed me, I have had A LOT
more tattoos. I am sure a psychologist would
have a field day, but this seems perfectly logical to me. (I am fine by the way – I keep it at
bay with regular blood tests, chats with the

This tattoo represents my eldest. The origami
unicorn is a nod to her love of origami and my
and my husband’s love of the original Blade
Runner film.
5.
Some of my tattoos have specific meanings.
For example, I have some paper planes on
my right arm that represent my eldest daughter as she is always doing origami. Similarly,
I have a guitar for my husband and ballet
shows for my youngest daughter.

Adolf Loos, the European Theorist
said in 1910:
“Tattoos are a sign of degeneracy and
only seen on criminals and degenerate
aristocrats.”

(I would love to be a degenerate
aristocrat – just saying).
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To finish this off and because I love a stat; here
are a few more for your delectation and delight.
• The average age for a person to get their first
tattoo is 21.
• There has been a 13% growth in the number
of people getting tattoos since 2007.
• Women under 35 are almost 50% more likely to get a tattoo than their male counterparts.
• 15% of Millennials have 5 or more tattoo this is the highest figure.
The majority of people, 86%, have no regrets
about having a tattoo - 14% of people regret at
least one.
Percentage per country of adults with at least
one tattoo
USA - 42%
Canada - 36%
Ireland - 36%
UK - 29%
UK Adults with Tattoos by Age
18 - 24 - 13%
25 - 39 - 30%
40 - 59 - 21%
60+ - 9%

I like to think that over a hundred years later we have moved on from this view. Hopefully,
we don't judge people on their external appearance, and we are, in fact, more enlightened
and open-minded, but I suspect it may not be the case.
Jane Langan

*Margo DeMello has a PhD in cultural anthropology and currently teaches at Canisius College in the
anthrozoology master’s program.
Makarelle
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Feature: Visual Art

Hand of the Bibliomant
by Anneke, inspired by the writings of Kai Meyer
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Feature: Short Story - Fiction

The Bluebird
by Sue Davnall

They fished her out of the Thames just east of
Blackfriars Bridge. She was wedged against the
southernmost arch of the old London, Chatham
and Dover Railway, barely alive. They took her
straight to Guys, her lungs half-full of water, a
deep but bloodless wound on her right temple.
In the ICU they hooked her up to a saline drip and oxygen. The clipboard at the end
of the bed said simply ‘Patient N’. Three days
passed. She did not wake. DNA samples were
taken, and photographs. A media appeal was
made. No-one came forward to claim her, no
name was found. In due course they moved her
to a general ward. Around her the occupants of
the other beds chatted and moaned and cried
out in the night. She remained mute, immobile,
eyes closed, like a stone angel on an elaborate
tomb.
A week after her transfer, a nurse giving
her a bed-bath found on the nape of her neck,
just on the hairline, a small and stubborn stain.
On closer examination, it proved to be a
Makarelle
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miniscule tattoo.
‘Doesn’t look that old. The colour’s still
nice and strong.’ Dave the ward orderly had
been called in to advise, being something of an
expert on the subject of tattoos. If he had an area of skin that was still its natural shade, it was
well hidden.
‘What do you reckon, Dave? Is it some
sort of bird, do you think?’
‘Maybe. It’s so small it’s hard to tell. A
bluebird maybe? Symbol of happiness, seems an
odd thing to hide under your hair. Pretty common design, though. Don’t think it’ll tell you
much about the lass’s identity.’
The nurse sighed. She felt sorry for the
girl, lying there with no-one to talk to her, noone to light the spark and get the synapses firing
again. Every day she tried to make time to sit
with her for a few minutes but as often as not
she was called away before she could get settled.
***
At Southwark Police Station, DS Carol Jacobs
Summer
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was cross. Since she’d re-united an amnesiac
pensioner with his anxious relatives a few
months ago the guv regarded her as the go-to
person for every other misper case that came in.
Not that this was a misper, of course, quite the
opposite. They had the person; they just didn’t
know who she was or where she was from.
She stared gloomily at the screen in front
of her. No useful info at all: no ID on the girl,
no record of her fingerprints or dental treatment.
It was hopeless. At least with a corpse you had a
post-mortem to go on. The docs couldn’t even
tell Carol whether the blow on the head was accidental or deliberate. At least they said they
couldn’t: she’d got the distinct impression at the
hospital that she was under everyone’s feet and
they wanted her to go away and leave them to
their insane schedule.
Biker Dave had pointed her in the direction of his favourite tattoo artist, who he said
would be able to tell Carol pretty well anything
she needed to know about the possible origins
and meaning of the tattoo. It had turned out to
be a dead end.
Stig, the aforementioned artist, had confirmed that it was a bluebird, and expertly executed.
‘Looks like she must have had an undercut at some point,’ he opined when shown the
close-up photos.
‘Undercut?’
‘Long hair on top, shaved underneath.
You wouldn’t be able to get that level of precision unless the hair was completely cut away.’
‘Why would anyone have a tattoo there?’
Stig shrugged.
‘Reactionary boss? Parental disapproval?
She looks young enough.’
Carol pointed out that people in comas
commonly look a lot younger than their years
because of the relaxation of the facial muscles, a
lifetime of stresses and cares washed away by
the waters of oblivion.
‘Are there any criminal associations that
you know of with this kind of symbol?’
‘Criminal?’ Stig snorted, ‘A bluebird? No
self-respecting bank robber or trafficker is going
to have a tattoo of a bluebird.’
‘OK,OK; I had to ask. What else can you
tell me about it? Who would get a tattoo like
this?’
‘Hard to say. It’s not native to Europe,
you know. Forget Vera Lynn…’ Carol did a
double-take at the thought that Stig even knew
who Vera Lynn was. ‘… very much North
Makarelle
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American is the bluebird. But it’s revered in
many cultures as a symbol of happiness, transformation, growth, good things to come.’
‘Perhaps the girl had it done as sort of
talisman then. Maybe she thought it would
bring her luck.’
‘Could be.’
‘This may be a daft question, but is there
any way of telling from the design or the ink
used where it might have been done?’
‘Probably not on a living person. There’s
been some research on dead bodies to see what
happens to the tattoo ink, where it travels, after
it’s been injected. Don’t see how you could do
that with your girl, though – not at the moment,
anyway. You might get a clue about the type of
carrier used, depending on how deeply the ink’s
sunk into the skin.’
‘Carrier?’
‘Tattoo ink isn’t just ink – it needs to be
mixed with a carrier fluid – might be distilled
water but could also be alcohol-based. Acts as
an antiseptic and opens up the pores, allows the
ink to go deeper into the skin.’
‘That wouldn’t help with narrowing down
who did it though. Would it?’
‘No, sorry. The ink composition is
about as individual as the artist.’
Carol gave up. She thanked Stig, declined his offer of an introductory tattoo ‘on the
house’ and headed back to the hospital. She
wanted to sit by the girl’s bed for a while. Maybe one of the nurses had spotted something that
would give Carol another line of enquiry.
***
What is it like, being in a coma? According to
those who have been lucky enough to come out
the other side, Nothing. With a capital N. No
awareness, no sensation, zilch. The body’s involuntary reaction to stimuli, increased brain
activity, doesn’t mean that the patient is picking
up the signals in any meaningful way. All those
desperate hours of sitting by the bedside reading
favourite books and poems, playing music, chatting about what the family’s been up to “while
you’ve been away” probably isn’t making a lot
of difference.
The girl lay unmoving day after day,
then week after week, then month after month.
Periodically the doctors ran tests to see whether
she was still in there, capable one day of rejoining the rest of humankind. She certainly
wasn’t dead but neither was she showing any
signs of swimming back up to the surface. The
nurses cut her hair, trimmed her nails, kept her
Summer
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neat; the wound on her head closed up until
there was just a faint silver line running across
her temple. She became known to all of the
ward staff as ‘Bluebird’, in the absence of a
more definitive way of identifying her.
After a year, the hospital moved her
to a care home in Bromley. It wasn’t the ideal
destination, being a home for senior citizens
and not geared up for rehabilitation. But there
was a vacancy there, and no known relatives to
raise objections. So off went ‘Bluebird’ to Sunny
Park Court. The nurses who had cared for her at
the hospital shed a tear for her then knuckled
back down to work. No time to dwell on her
once she had moved on.
***
Carol had a shedload of other cases to pursue.
A change of guv had given her a new lease of
life and she had set her eyes on the inspector’s
exams. She became a specialist in human trafficking and modern slavery. From time to time
she checked the woebegone women whom she
rescued from private houses, nail bars and
brothels across South-East London but she
found no-one with a bluebird tattoo on the nape
of their neck. That comforted her a little; her
suspicion that the girl in the Thames had been
another victim of this most heinous of enterprises appeared to be unfounded.
She never forgot ‘Bluebird’ entirely
but over time she went weeks without thinking
about her. Once a year she headed down to
Bromley to sit with her a while. The girl was
very well cared for and looked peaceful as she
lay for all the world like Sleeping Beauty in the
middle of the large bed with its crisp white
sheets. Carol was usually there in the summer
and the window stood wide open to let in the
soft breeze and the alluring scent of the roses
below. There were worse places to be.
***
On the tenth anniversary of the girl’s arrival at Guys, Carol persuaded her boss to let
her put out another media appeal. It backfired
spectacularly: several thousand people phoned
or e-mailed to say that they knew who the girl
was, or knew someone who thought they knew
of someone who had disappeared ten years ago.
Many more offered to interpret the symbolism
of the bluebird tattoo, while others believed that
they could identify the girl through the intervention of the spirit world, the exercise of waterdivining or the passing of crystals over her body.
Carol spent several weeks trawling through each
and every one of the contacts in the rapidly disMakarelle
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sipating hope that there would be a genuine
nugget in the middle of the fool’s gold. Her boss
looked more thin-lipped every time she saw him
in the corridor, and eventually he banned her
from following up any more calls. The file went
into the ‘cold cases’ cabinet and that was that.
***
Kieran heaved the holdall on to his
shoulder as he walked away from the carousel.
He felt disorientated by the crowds swarming
towards the Customs controls. The babble of his
native language around him sounded harsh and
hostile after so many years away. Passing
straight through into the arrivals area he realised
that he didn’t know where to go. Ever since
he’d got out he’d been trying to call Cara but
she’d never picked up the phone.
Twelve years in a Thai prison for alleged drug smuggling. His lawyer told him he
was lucky not to get the death penalty. He’d declared himself innocent throughout the trial and
ever since: a complete lie, of course, but he was
a convincing liar. It was one of the reasons Cara
had broken with him in the first place; she’d had
enough of his repeated failures to live up to his
promises.
‘Mum would have been heartbroken,’ was her usual mantra.
Emotional blackmail, which he’d resented in the past. Now, he’d had plenty of time to
examine his life and to realise that if he didn’t
take a different tack the prognosis wasn’t good.
He’d been wanting for a long time to tell his sister that he was ready to listen to her, but she
clearly wasn’t yet ready to hear that.
He wondered what her life had been like
while he’d been ‘away’. They’d been everything
to each other for a long time after Mum had
died, he couldn’t imagine Cara coping on her
own. A beautiful soul but fragile. As he stood by
the Costa wondering what to do next he rubbed
the back of his neck. It was still there, he knew,
the tattoo that he and Cara had got together
when they were still speaking to each other. In
memory of their mother who had loved the
Wings song ‘Bluebird’. His sister wasn’t keen on
the idea but was persuaded when he promised
that it would be discreet, somewhere that only
the two of them would know about.
***
Thirty-five miles away, Bluebird’s eyes
flickered open.

Summer

Feature: Poetry

by Jeff Gallagher
Identity fashioned through punctured skin

Our genes are who we are, determining

and your true nature defaced by

which side of the brain will dominate,

the replication of another’s design

whether the shape of our jaw or the slant

are now preserved like cartouches

of our eyes is appealing, whether

in your drooping senescent carcass.

we are good or bad at games.

You were driven to this precise scrawling

To tattoo is to bang a drum, demand

of crop circles across your skeleton

attention from a world that has already

by the need to etch sgraffito

made up its mind; or to gather in groups,

and reveal some truth or reality

hoping to assume the identity of the strong

in your other imagined self.

through some feeble attachment.

For this is no longer you, this facile

Paint, sculpt, fashion yourself as you will:

doodling endured to excite imagined

adding a layer to your overworked canvas

admiration in the fellows of your tribe

will never prevent posterity from uncovering

or to thrust your personal brand

the real work of art, the original beneath

into the world’s shop window.

this artifice of temporal decoration.

The colouring in of your blank life
and the desire to look different
cannot hide the moko hastily scrawled

and set for life in this stick
of rock that carries your name.

Tattoo design: Katrine Glazkova
Makarelle
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Symbolism
by Mina Ma

Gerry is cute, like a pixie. His face is round,
and his ears stick out. Long shiny black hair,
tied back. Petite, as many Southeast Asian men
are. He’s shorter than me. Younger. He holds
out his hand, and we shake. His touch is gentle,
his fingers long and thin, suitable for the artist
that he is. When he laughs, I can see small,
white teeth.
I like him right away. I trust him. I
choose him.
I connected with Gerry on Instagram. It
sounds like a dating cliché, but it isn’t like that;
there’s no romance in this story. I saw a recommendation on a website, so sought him out. I
looked at photos of his artwork. It resonated
with me. Delicate, intricate details. A spiritual
theme: blossoming lotus flowers, rising suns,
crescent moons. Mandala – a meditative geometric circle. Unalome – a line that begins
straight, then spirals out, like a person’s path
through life. Black lines, dot work, shading. I
wanted to purchase a piece. We exchanged messages, I told him what I wanted, and we arranged to meet.
I flew all the way from China. Well, that’s not
the whole truth. I was done with China. I’d
been living in China for too long. I left. I will
never return.
Makarelle
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It was a Friday. I headed to Shenzhen
airport just before midnight, and tried to stay
awake until the 3am departure. None of the
shops or cafés were open. Outside was black.
The high glass ceiling drew up the other passengers’ voices. A little bird fluttered about, trapped
and confused. We started boarding just in time,
and I was asleep before we were in the air. An
unceremonious departure, like I was walking
out on the country after a twelve-year relationship with it, without even saying goodbye.
I arrive in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. I disembark, wander, board another plane. I arrive in
Denpasar, Indonesia. This is Bali, the island of
the gods.

I’m used to humidity, so it doesn’t affect
me the way it might the other new arrivals, but
it’s sunnier here than it was in Shenzhen. My
final three weeks there were marred by rain and
thunderstorms, so fierce it felt like the world was
ending. My driver is waiting with my name on a
sign, and we head to Ubud, home of ancient
Hindu temples, lush rice terraces, a sacred monkey forest, and Gerry.
But I’m not meeting him right away. I
have some time.
There’s a Starbucks backing onto a temple honSummer 2021
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ouring Saraswati, the Goddess of Knowledge.
One of her roles is to impart wisdom. I buy
lemon hibiscus iced tea, and take it to the covered seating area beside the temple’s lotus
pond. As the ice melts in my cup, marking the
table with a dark wet ring of condensation, I
watch tourists posing in front of the flowers and
temple buildings, local children trying to catch
fish in the murky pond water, and hawkers peddling their wooden elephants, metal necklaces,
and rattan bags. There’s a kind of peace in observing the chaos of others.
I return to the pond the next morning,
and capture a photo of a single pink lotus surrounded by green lily pads and browning, curling leaves. ‘Did you know that the lotus flower
takes the skanky, muddy water from the bottom
of the pond, and turns it into something beautiful?’ I ask my Instagram followers.
Today is the day. I arrive at the studio, early,
and have to wait beyond my appointment time
because his previous appointment is overrunning. It’s fine; I don’t mind waiting. I’m nervous. It’s taken a lot of courage to walk through
that door.
In Bali, there are lots of doorways leading to hidden wonders. I pass by an unassuming
open doorway near my hotel, glance through it,
and see a beautiful stone Goddess adorned with
offerings of flowers, food, and burning sticks of
incense. Later, I visit Lempuyang Temple, and
look through the Gates of Heaven – a doorway
through which, on a good day, you can see the
distant and perfect cone of Mount Abang, a volcano; but the day I’m there there’s too much
cloud to see anything. There’s a secret doorway
near the swimming pool at my hotel, ‘A
shortcut,’ according to the man on reception; I
don’t know why, but I feel scared to walk
through it.
When I leave Bali, I’ll be starting a new
life, somewhere else.
In the studio, I sip water and look at the
art on the walls. There’s a painting of Kali, the
Goddess of Death. She’s blue, with gold jewellery on her wrists, neck, and head; her pink
tongue sticks out, contrasting with her blazing
orange background. ‘She’s new,’ the staff tell
me. ‘She was created last night.’ Kali is a misunderstood deity; fearsome, she brings death
and destruction, but only in order to create new
Makarelle
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life.
I make temporary friends with a blonde
American woman whose dog just died. She’s
the only other customer. I can hear in her voice
how much she loved that dog. I drink more water. I pee a few times. I’m scared of needles.
Gerry comes out to meet me. He uses an
iPad to draw out my design. His dark eyes turn
to me when I speak, so I know he’s listening to
what I’m saying. He keeps asking my opinion,
giving me options, making amendments; he
wants to get it right. This calms me.
When it’s ready he prints it onto transfer
paper in three different sizes. He puts on surgical gloves, and holds the paper – the flash –
against my skin to check its placement. I’m naked from the waist up, except for a thin white
cotton shirt that’s unbuttoned and taped over
my breasts. The studio is also a café; there’s a
glass partition between the tattoo room and the
seating area where people can enjoy cappuccinos and smoothie bowls. Fortunately, the café
is empty today.
We choose the smaller size. My skin is
wiped with an antiseptic solution, and the design is transferred onto me, onto my sternum,
in blueish-purple ink. He makes me stand and
look in the mirror. He inspects me. He’s not
happy; it’s not straight. He removes it with his
cleaning solution, leaving bluish-purple stains
on my skin. He reapplies the flash, and nods his
approval.
The American is getting a paw print on
her bicep, its design modelled on a photo of her
dead dog’s paw. She checks the placement of
my flash, and nods too.
‘I’m glad you’re here,’ I say to her.
‘Your guy knows what he’s doing; it’s
perfectly straight,’ she says with a reassuring
smile.
That wasn’t what I meant. I meant that,
although I don’t usually take my clothes off in
front of strangers, I’m glad of the company, and
I’m glad someone is going through something
similar to me, but I don’t clarify, because she
doesn’t need to know.
I lie back on the plastic-wrapped bench.
Gerry gets another pillow for me. He lays out
his implements on a steel table beside us – a pot
of black ink, vegan, imported from the States,
and the tattooing device, which is a thick needle
Summer 2021
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attached to a purple gemstone handle.
I’m getting a hand-poked tattoo. This
means the ink is tapped into the skin with a single needle controlled by the artist’s hand, rather
than by a machine that uses multiple small needles all at once. Hand-poked tattoos are comprised of multiple dots created by this single needle; if the dots are close enough, or dense
enough, they create smooth lines, or shading, so
any image can be produced. My first and only
tattoo, which I got fourteen years ago, was hand
-poked. If I get another tattoo in the future, it
will be hand-poked. For me, hand-poked tattoos
feel more in keeping with the tradition of tattooing; more tribal. They’re also supposed to hurt
less than a machine tattoo, but I have no frame
of reference.

okay. I’m used to it’. I know how that feels. I
speak Mandarin, but there are lots of dialects in
China, and at one point I had four languages or
dialects in my life at once. Feeling lost was
sometimes fun, and sometimes not, and, in the
end, no fun at all.
Although hand-poked tattooing sounds
brutal, it isn’t. For the majority of the tattoo, I
can’t feel a thing. It was the same with my other
tattoo. Towards the end, the pokes become uncomfortable, but not excruciating; like I have
sunburn and someone’s repeatedly pushing their
fingernail into it. I ask which part of the design
he’s doing – it’s the top part – he’s reached my
chest, where the nerve endings are more sensitive.
‘Breathe deeply,’ he reminds me.

Gerry tells me, ‘If it hurts, breathe deeply; breathe through the pain.’

It takes over an hour, about twice the
time of a machine tattoo, then it’s finished.

He positions the needle over my skin – I
can’t really see, because I’m lying down – but I
do what he said, I breathe, and he begins.

I rest in a chair, admiring my new art.
One of the other artists, an Australian, comes to
have a look. Gerry tattooed her, too. ‘He’s so
gentle, isn’t he?’ she asks.

This isn’t something I’ve rushed into.
It came to me one evening, as I lay on
my bed in Shenzhen, the curtains closed against
the heat and noise and pollution, the airconditioning struggling to cool me, my escape
so close yet so far; I wanted a tattoo. Something
meaningful. That’s when I started looking, and
found Gerry.

I decided what it would be, and where it
would go.
Many times, I stood naked in front of the
bathroom mirror, staring at the place where the
ink would be embedded under my skin. I traced
its likely position with my fingers. It’s hard to
imagine the permanence of a tattoo before getting it. Some things that are meant to be permanent and forever simply don’t last; but this is real
permanence, real forever.
Gerry asks where I’m from, and I ask
him back. He’s from a small city on Java, one of
the many islands that make up Indonesia. He
says it’s beautiful there. He encourages me to
visit.

Because he’s from a different place, I ask
him about language, and if he understands Balinese. He shakes his head. I ask if his colleagues
speak to each other in Balinese, and how he
feels about it. ‘Yes, they do,’ he laughs. ‘But it’s
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My favourite Hindu god is Ganesh, the elephant
god. On my way home from the studio, I see a
statue of him outside a hair salon. He’s the God
of Beginnings; patron of arts, letters, and writing; believed able to overcome any obstacle in
his path. His large head represents knowledge.
His trunk, adaptability. His single tusk, retaining
the good and rejecting the bad. His trunk and
palm are tattooed with golden symbols. Orange
garlands have been placed around his neck. He
looks serene. I take a photo for Instagram.
Back at the hotel, I can’t stop studying it
in the mirror.
But I won’t be sharing it on Instagram,
and because of where it is on my body, it’s like a
secret; unless I want them to, no one will ever
see it, so no one will ask me, ‘What is it? Why
did you get it? What does it mean?’
If I ever do decide to show someone,
though, and if they do ask me, I will say something like, ‘There is no easy explanation’; ‘How
I see the world is different to how you see it’; or,
‘Much like when reading a story, you need to
engage your inference and deduction skills, fire
up your imagination, and interpret the symbolism for yourself’.
***
Summer 2021

‘On Me’

Tattoos that you carved on me
are the oath,
and also atonement
to love

I feel them,
by pain of tattoos
Wings of a dragon
and lips of a flower
prove that
you love me
and I love you
by Yuu Ikeda
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The Brush and the Needle
by

Dovydas Jakstaitis

Beauty is pain. That was one of the first great
lessons I learned upon becoming an adult. Children, as a rule, are vain, convinced of their own
importance, and so it is only natural that they
should be unbeautiful. For if beauty is pain, it
only follows that pain is beauty, and the recklessness of children’s self-love serves as proof of
their incompatibility with pain. But everyone
learns of their shortcomings eventually. When
the time came for me to make this discovery, I
was surprised more than anything else. Dreams
of grandeur and importance crumbled away
with nothing but shards left to commemorate
their departure. I thought that if I was wrong
about this, I must have been wrong about other
things, too. So, presented with the ultimatum of
a lengthy cross-examination that would span
every assumption I had ever made in my life, I
decided to take a path of lesser resistance.
For a while, I imposed a Spartan regime upon
myself. I rose early each day to go on a run
through the empty morning streets. When my
legs threatened to melt under me, I would go to
the gym and lift weights. By the time I was
done, it would be around 10am, so I would
spend some time reading through recent fashion
magazines over a light breakfast and an espresso
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at a local coffee shop. For the first time since I
was seven, I started learning the piano again,
and playing chess, and watching classic movies.
After a few months of this, though, I realised
that I had still not managed to become truly
beautiful. Clearly, I had been too optimistic. I
thought back and realised that pain was the only
thing that would help me amend my unkind
fate. And what articulated the delicate link between pain and beauty more than the underappreciated art of the tattoo?
My tattoo was a small, slender rose with symmetrical leaves that curled inward at their edges.
The flower circled around my forearm like a
hawser rope around a rowboat, and the colours
were muted, aged somewhat, as if their vitality
had haemorrhaged out of the severed stem. As I
rode the bus back home from the tattoo parlour,
I couldn’t stop looking at my arm. The dull burn
of the ink numbed my skin like dry ice. As I expected, the whole process had been painful,
thoroughly so. I realise now that the pain involved in such a small tattoo was, relatively
speaking, a trivial matter, but it provided sufficient impetus for its image to bloom within my
mind. That brief pain represented the rose’s
birth, its decay. Each movement of each needle
buried a separate, parasitic seed into my bloodSummer 2021
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stream, until my blood was rendered into little
more than a solution of plant nutrients. The rose
would accompany me to my deathbed, distorted
only by my own thinning, wrinkled skin. I had
not become beautiful in myself, but was rather
the canvas for a beautiful thing, which gains its
beauty by harming its host. I lost more to this
new, immortal part of myself than I realised,
and I quickly set myself to work recovering
whatever I could.
A few months after I started as a tattoo artist,
a man called George started coming to the shop
I worked at. A well-fitted suit defined his slim,
tidy silhouette, which was rounded up at the top
by a close-cropped head of hair. Not once did I
see his expression budge. It was as if his facial
muscles had ceased working after being pasted
on by a lazy, would-be Frankenstein. He probably wasn’t the type of person most would take
for a tattoo enthusiast, but by that point it wasn’t much of a surprise. All types of people
walked through those doors. The surprising
thing was the tattoo itself, a curious-faced monkey, roughly the size of a hand, around the area
of his left shoulder blade. It wasn’t his first either. His back was interspersed with an ecosystem of rodents, birds, insects, and lizards, all in
different styles. A dainty, blue hummingbird
decorated the right side of his spine. Smooth,
pencil-like lines portrayed its slightly upturned
back, which seemed ready to burst out of my
client with the momentum of the wings rising
dramatically at its sides. A clumsy, angular spider climbed up his back. A cartoon-like bumblebee stared out at me as I wielded the tattoo gun.
I stole a glance at my client’s blank face, then at
the lonely rose that I’d made a habit of hiding
behind my sleeve.
He came back once every three months or so.
He always requested me, I supposed that the
monkey must have been to his satisfaction. On
one appointment, I drew a curvy gecko on his
shoulder in the shape of an S. On the next, a
square platypus. In the months between each
appointment, I felt myself improving rapidly, so
that it was no longer as necessary for me to
work around the barriers of my inexperience.
The fewer restrictions there were on my art, the
more I saw my tattoos as portraits of myself. I
stared at myself from within the critters decorating George’s back. I was only truly in my element when I was working on him. The act of
creating a tattoo itself became a sort of exhibitionism with him, our shared secret. Looking
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back at my own work became a cause for
shame, yet beauty seemed closer within my
reach than ever before. The carnivorous thorns
draining my body lost their grip, until they were
almost forgotten. My only regret was that my
ambition would make a sacrifice of my most
prized canvas. I pumped poison into his veins
with my tattoo gun.
During the December of my third year working at the tattoo parlour, I had my only proper
conversation with him. I had gone to shake his
hand as he walked through the door, and carelessly failed to notice the flash of red peeking
out from under my sleeve. He pounced on the
discovery.
“Oh…” he said. “I didn’t realise you had a
tattoo of your own. Probably should have
guessed.” His eyes tried to burn through my
sleeve. I pulled my sleeve over to the base of my
thumb clumsily.
“Ah, this isn’t anything much. Just a small
piece I got done a few years ago. Only really
bring it out on special occasions these days.” To
my frustration, he continued to pursue the matter with a surprising persistence.
“I didn’t see much of it, but I could tell that
it’s very well-made. Where did you get it done?”
he asked as I motioned him towards a seat.
“Here, actually, before I started. The guy who
did it got out before I got here, though. Guess
he was trying to flee the crime scene.” I forced a
laugh and quickly changed topic. We spent a
while discussing the specifics of his next tattoo.
He decided on a snake that would run through
the few sections of his back there were that remained tattoo-free. I went meditatively through
my preparations as I imagine the artists of old
may have done before dedicating their art to
God. Only, I was not so cowardly as to aim for
imperfection. His naked back struck the light
like a kidnapped painting, honouring whatever
nameless warehouse it had found itself in. The
more you looked at that menagerie of mismatched animals, separated vaguely by patterned bumps of muscle, the more you felt that
they belonged together. Not even I had lost
ownership of my body so fully.
I wiped down his back with a cloth, dried it
off, and began. I worked the oscillating blades of
the tattoo gun, purring like a lion cub, slowly
along his spine, wiping little bits of excess ink
away with my spare hand. I didn’t notice
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George’s meek voice until he’d spoken my
name for the third time. “Yes?” I asked.
“Do you have any other tattoos?”
“… No. One was enough. I’m not great with
needles, I’m afraid.”
“That’s a shame… As soon as I got my first
one, I couldn’t stop.” He hesitated guiltily between words, as if he saw me as some harsh
schoolmaster who would cane him for speaking
out of term. I remained silent to let him speak. It
was the least I could do. “It was that hummingbird. A bonus at work came in so I kind of…”
“Any particular reason why you chose a
hummingbird?”

“No. I don’t know. I watched this documentary a few days before I got my appointment…
Once I got it though, I couldn’t imagine life
without it. I don’t like speaking, really. Or I’m
not very good at it, anyway. I don’t know. But,
having some sign of my personality on my
body, even if it wasn’t a place that most people
would see… it was quite reassuring. I felt like a
different person. The more work I got done the
more I felt like myself, I suppose.” His skin
grew warmer under my hands, and I felt my
own cheeks heat up as I heard him speak.
“…You do good work.”

“I’m happy to hear that. We can never have
too much business over here.” The edges of my
lips curled upwards against my will. I strongly
felt that the snake I was in the process of outlining commemorated some sort of graduation for
the both of us. Even his prior tattoos, his prized
hummingbird included, were now images of
me. He was my perfect tragic hero, but his moment of realisation would never come. My perfect, happy fool.
When I was done, we arranged another appointment so that I could finish the inking, and
I walked him over to the door. Out of sheer joy,
I footed his whole bill. I thought it was only
right that he receive some compensation. He
shook my hand with a firm familiarity and his
skin, turned brittle by the inactivity of his facial
muscles, gathered unevenly in a facsimile of a
smile. His image as he left was like that of a
man who willingly went to the hanging block
after smiling at his executioner. I sat down and
cracked open a soda to celebrate. Glancing at
the mirror on my desk, I could have sworn that
for a moment I saw that wide-eyed monkey staring back at me.
***

‘The Tattooed Child’ by Olivia Whitfield
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Beautiful butterflies
hide my ugliness
On my waist,

they are whirling
and weeping
On my buttocks,
they are trembling
and laughing
Wounds that I made
are parts of butterflies
I can gaze at my body
because they are
fluttering and gleaming
on my body

‘My Ugliness’
by Yuu Ikeda
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The Drum of Passchendaele
by Henry Loten
Most think Hell is a huge fire
a boiling inferno of blood
But here we know, hell is a brown wasteland;
a machine gun that echoes through the night;
mortars firing across scarred fields
that once wore green,
now scorched beneath trench and wire.

How many shall they take?
And the dusk falls,
And the raids begin
And the killing carries on.
And they scream to the snare.
Clocks crawl in the light of day
The night covers the sky like a cloth
Time picks up, it moves in a blur
and the dreams of home flutter
Like blossom from trees as they tumble to the
ground,
a gentle breeze that fills an empty heart.
A fire, long extinguished, relights.
Flowers of yellow, red, white, and blue
all billowing like smoke in the wind.
And they stumble to the cymbal.
Know, many have suffered.
Know, many are maimed.
Know, many have died.
No glory will ever be won.
And the dawn breaks,
And the battles begin
And the killing carries on.
And they slog on to the toms.

And they march their feet to the beat.
Filth is the norm,
Slurry and sludge drip off everything
and pile onto the rising decay.
Roads and farms: all are gone
Is there glory to be won?

A forlorn Tommy pushes on,
waist-high in mud.
Stuck in the trenches.
Stuck in the slush.
And the men crawl
And the brass hats plan
Will the killing carry on?
And they march their feet to the beat
And they heave to the hi-hat
And they scream to the snare
And they stumble to the cymbal
And they toil on to the toms

And they heave to the hi-hat.
And they die
to the Drum
of Passchendaele.

Know, many will suffer.
Know, many mutilated
Know, many will die.
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The Yellow Lily
by L.C. Groves

Linda took one last look around reception.
Light bounced off the chrome and glass, lifting
the smart grey interior and lending it an extra air
of elegance. She smiled, satisfied. Her employees in their deep purple uniforms stood at the
doors to their individual suites, ready to welcome Conquiesco’s first customers of the day.
Behind the closed doors, tattoo guns, aromatherapy oils, gel polishes and beautifully scented
shampoos lay waiting to be called into service.
A slight frown twitched at the corner of
Linda’s eye and she forced down her rising anger. Josie’s face was too heavily made up again.
It was happening more and more often and
something needed to be done about it. Maybe
she could speak to Steve. Josie was one of their
own after all. She was sure he’d be happy to
have a word in the right ear.
Pushing that problem aside for a later
time, she clicked across the tiled floor and unlocked the doors. Swiftly and with minimal fuss,
she checked each client in and directed them to
the correct person. Murmured greetings soon
disappeared behind closed doors and silence
once again descended over her domain. Only
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then did she allow her thoughts to return to the
problem of Josie. She was a good girl and a hard
worker – her nail designs were the most highly
sought after in the city – but there were standards to be maintained. Conquiesco had to come
above all other considerations. She’d sacrificed
too much to allow the business to fail. She
tapped a ‘Rouge Rite’ coated fingernail on the
desk. The familiar technique worked and she felt
the usual sense of calm rise up through her
body. Yes, something definitely had to be done
about Josie.
The girl herself appeared to farewell her
client and Linda beckoned her over. She waited
until the woman had tapped her credit card on
the machine and made another appointment before she acknowledged her anxious employee.
‘We’ve been a little heavy with the foundation again this morning, Josie dear, haven’t we?
What is our make-up mantra?’
‘Keep it neat and be discreet.’ Josie’s head
hung low. ‘I’m sorry, Miss Linda, I –‘
‘Head up dear, we talk to faces not shoes.’
Josie raised her head but twisted her face
away. Linda stretched out a hand and gently
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turned the chin towards her. Her jaw tightened
and the fingers of her free hand clenched into a
fist.
‘What was it this time? Caught it on the
cupboard door, did we?’
‘Yes. No. I mean…’ Josie’s miserable ex-

creature she’d ever seen. Firmly middle aged
and definitely part of the twinset and pearls brigade that haunted the rotary club dinners, she
certainly fitted the description of Conquiesco’s
usual clientele. However, Linda would have expected to find her at the manicure table not un-

pression made Linda’s breath catch in her
throat. ‘I opened the cupboard and a tin fell on
me.’ The words came out in a rush and she exhaled sharply.
‘I see.’
‘Please, Miss Linda… I know you’ve had
to warn me before, but… I can’t lose this job…’
Linda patted her hand. ‘Now, now,’ she
said briskly. ‘There’s no danger of that.’
The outer door swung open and Linda
waved Josie back to her suite, then turned to
greet the new arrival.
‘Good morning, Madam. How can I help
you?’
‘I’d like a tattoo.’
Linda’s eyebrows rose. The woman in
front of her was the most exquisitely turned-out

der the tattoo gun. Steve, her supervisor, kept all
his eyes firmly fixed on the people who worked
in the building (the third eye, which was tattooed in the middle of his forehead always
slightly disconcerted Linda) and Linda knew
he’d be intrigued by this new client. Steve was
an excellent tattooist in his own right – he was
responsible for the beautiful blueberry that lay
beneath the strap of Linda’s Cartier watch.
However, his main role was to deal with the
other side of Conquiesco’s business. The side
that stayed hidden beneath the refined and elegant facade. He had his own client list and his
suite had a separate entrance to the rest of the
business. It turned over a good profit but most
of the time Linda liked to pretend she didn’t
know it existed.
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‘Lovely. Did you have something particular in mind, Mrs… Miss…?’
‘Armstrong-Jones. Mrs Armstrong-Jones.’
Mrs Armstrong-Jones shook her head. ‘No idea
at all, I’m afraid.’ She looked around and lowered her voice. ‘I don’t even particularly like
tattoos. I’m only getting one as revenge.’
Linda remained quiet. Experience had
taught her that interrupting the confession often
ended it. It had also taught her that an opening
of this nature often led to the client being referred to Steve for a further consultation.
‘It’s my husband, you see. He hates them
with a passion. When our daughter got one last
year he threatened to throw her out of the
house. I found out he’s been having an affair, so
I’d like a tattoo of something that means ‘I
know’. That way, when he asks what on earth I
think I’m playing at, I can just tell him what it
means and watch his face as he realises I know
all about the little slut he’s keeping in a flat in
St. James’ Square.’
Linda nodded sympathetically, ignoring
the slip in both language and accent. Mrs Arm-

strong-Jones had clearly not been born to the
life she was leading and was desperate to cling
onto it. Linda admired her tactics though.
‘Don’t be sad, be smart’ was another of her little mantras. That one had seen her through her
own husband’s infidelity.
Reginald had been one of those men
who always had to have his own way in everything. When they’d met, Linda had been a
beautician, but he’d insisted that she gave up
work when they got married. She’d been happy
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to turn her back on her old life. Her family
was… complicated. Too well-known in the city.
With her surname she hadn’t a chance. She’d
tried to distance herself from them even before
meeting Reginald and he’d seemed the perfect
solution. He had money, he had status and he
loved her. Or so she thought.
He kept her at home and wheeled her
out now and again for work purposes. She always had to be immaculately turned out in case
he unexpectedly brought colleagues home for
drinks. He got so cross if she wasn’t prepared
for them. At first, it had been a relief when he
spent more and more time away from home.
He’d told her he was going to the gym after
work. The doctor had warned him there was a
problem with his heart and he needed to lose
some weight before he could have surgery.
She’d encouraged him to go, pleased he was
taking care of himself. Then she realised why.
In Reginald’s case, the flat had been on the
Royal Crescent. He laughed when she confronted him over dinner. He was still laughing when
she served him the blueberry pavlova she’d
made specially for him. He stopped laughing
when the deadly nightshade berries did their
magic.
Of course, his widow had been thoroughly bewildered by the flat he was paying for.
Did she wish to continue paying the rent on it?
No, she didn’t think so. Whatever he’d been
using it for, it was surplus to requirements now.
The money from his life insurance had paid for
her to do various courses, including one in fine
art. Then she’d bought Conquiesco and paid
others to carry out the work needed to bring her
visions to life. She only employed the very best
of each profession and took pride in the
knowledge there were people queueing both to
be clients and employees of her establishment.
It became common knowledge in the local
community that the people who worked for
Linda were treated like family. Her rules were
strict and enforced, but any problems and they
knew she could be relied upon to help.
Similarly, with the business, Linda
quickly established a reputation for excellence.
Nothing happened in Conquiesco without her
approval: she designed each tattoo personally,
she advised on new hairstyles, she was an expert in matching clients to colours which suited
them. Nothing was beneath her notice. The best
in the business did nothing more than carry out
her instructions and she revelled in it. Where
Conquiesco led, the rest of Bath soon followed.
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‘Where were you thinking of having the
tattoo?’ She asked.
Mrs Armstrong-Jones considered for a
moment. She tapped the inside of her thigh. ‘He
likes to… you know…’ she whispered. ‘It will
be the perfect time for him to see it.’
‘In that case, how about an iris?’ Linda
said. ‘They symbolise knowledge. They’re quite
tall flowers, so it would work well, I think.’
She sketched out the delicate violet petals
and slid the paper across the desk. Mrs Armstrong-Jones nodded.
‘Very well,’ Linda said. She clicked the
mouse and brought up the grid of appointments.
‘We could book you in with Angelica at 10am
on Thursday if that would be convenient?’
It was. Mrs Armstrong-Jones left, clutching an appointment card and with a much lighter air than she had arrived with. Linda watched
her go then returned her attention to the drawing she’d just created.
‘I wonder…’
She hesitated for a moment. Should she
just speak to Steve? No. In this case, better to
bypass him and go straight to the top. Reaching
into her handbag, she extracted the mobile she
never used. It only had one number stored on it
and she pressed the button to dial it.
‘Hello Charlie. Yes, it’s me. Yes, I know
it’s been a while. Listen, I need your help. The
same kind of help as before. No no, I’m fine. It’s
not for me this time. It’s one of my girls.’
After a few minutes of conversation she
ended the call. Extracting the SIM card, she
broke it in half. She must remember to get rid of
it on the way home and buy a new one.
A few weeks later, Josie phoned in sick. When
she eventually came back to work, Linda held
her customary ‘return from sick leave’ meeting.
‘Is everything okay, dear?’
Josie bit her lip but nodded. ‘I’m alright,’
she said. ‘It’s Mark. He’s dead.’
Linda arranged her face into a suitable expression.
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‘Oh my goodness, what happened?’
‘He’d been on a night out with his mates
and he fell into the river on his way home. The
police said he must have been really drunk.’
A tear ran down her cheek and she
dashed it away.
‘You poor thing,’ Linda said, patting her
hand. ‘How awful for you. Are you sure you
should be here?’
Josie nodded. ‘I’m fine, really.’ She
rubbed a hand over her face. ‘I know I should
feel sad, but I can’t help it. All I feel is relief.’
She looked at Linda. ‘You knew, didn’t you?
You knew I was lying about the tin.’
Linda nodded.
‘If he’d come home that night, it would
have happened again. He just got so angry when
he’d been drinking. When he didn’t come
home, I thought he’d decided to stay at a mate’s
and I was just so relieved I didn’t have to worry
about what he’d do. Does that make me an awful person?’
Linda patted her hand again.
‘It makes you human.’ She tilted her
head. ‘I know what will make you feel better.
How about a little tattoo?’
Josie gave her a watery smile.
‘I had been thinking of getting another
one,’ she said.
Linda passed her a piece of paper. ‘A yellow lily, perhaps?’
Josie frowned.
‘It symbolises gratitude. You are grateful
he’s gone, aren’t you?’
Josie nodded slowly. ‘But how did
you…’ Her voice trailed off as Linda raised a
hand. ‘I know. Never ask, just do the task.’
Her employer smiled.
‘Good girl. Book yourself in for the tattoo whenever you’re ready. It’s on the house.’
Josie stood up unsteadily and left the
room. Linda sat back in her chair and smiled.
Good old Charlie. Family was family after all.
***
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by Rukhsana C
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by Suzanne Burn

You and me, we share inked skin.
Yours, a stylised blend of crosses and angels
a quasi interpretation of death,
mine, a number allocated to me amid the horrors
of the camps at Auschwitz.
Your tattoos are too visible to your patient
in her vulnerable state.
Why would you choose to blight your skin?
I don’t trust you in your paramedic green.
How can you call yourself a professional?
I hide my number like a disgrace.
I don’t want to see it every day,
yet in my darkest hours, the faces
of those I loved, they parade before me
regimented lines of families waiting for the chambers.
Three hours since I’ve fallen on the stairs
and you are here in my time of need
speaking gently, tending my wounds without delay
you lift my wrist to insert a drip,
there is deep compassion in your eyes.
My mind begins to clear, I see
the numbers on the crosses on your arm.
You tell me they are the service numbers
of fallen comrades in Afghanistan.
You and me, we share inked skin.
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Early Evening
by Wendy Toole
Where do they come from, these adventurers?
Their light clothes barely contain them. Little birds
on shoulder blades, on ankles, thighs and arms.
Some are singing. I cannot speak
their language, but the voices
that rise from this polyphonic secrecy
remind me almost of understanding.
All are equal, no distinction of self
or flesh, one body, one pulse, and quickening
breath, blended droplets of sweat and
pheromonal scents. None more beautiful, none
more desirable, none more blessed.
Yet they are hungry, impatient to grow,
to absorb whatever comes in their path.
And a man is walking towards them, with great blue
anchors on the backs of his hands.
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Rob and Orran
by Emma May
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Strawberry
by Sam Southam

They tried their best not to let it slip, but
they had forgotten about the tattoo of a
strawberry on her hip. It stood there proud,
small, and pink. The details of the seeds
exquisite against her
skin.
Still sore, a faint red
ring around the striking image.

Trying to catch the
attention of the young
man standing a foot
away from her his
black hair falling into
intense green eyes. A
nervous smile on his
handsome face, scuffing his shoes on the
kerb. Did he smile, or
was it her imagination? As if he had
known her for his
whole life, he took her
hand. They walked
and breathed, not saying a word. The
moonlight making his appearance change,
but she wasn’t afraid. She just moved, one
foot at a time, like she had been told by her
mother.
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He was the reason she had the tattoo.

He held her hand as the needle shot blissful
electricity through her body. The pain was
only bearable because of his presence,
standing by her side, smoking a cigarette. When it was
over, she felt proud as a
peacock, and she hitched
down her jeans so the
strawberry was visible to
everyone that mattered.
The night was a blur, she
danced, she spun, she forgot about the pain of the
tattoo, the pain of the loss
she had cherished for so
long. She gave herself
away.
When they found her the
next day, there was only
one thing that stuck in the
youngest officer’s mind,
and it refused to leave him alone. The
pinkness, the tiny seeds, the soreness. The
tattoo of a strawberry on her hip.
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Phobia
by Ken Smith
It was her skin.
Smooth and soothed and warmed by sunshine. It
was alive, with the knowledge of blood moving
beneath the taut and tender surface. It caught the
eye and the breath, in those first, small areas allowed for public view.

sprang in floriated rage, as if reaching out for
prey. It was skin desecrated with ink, pictorial
screams from an anxious biography, a storm of
skulls and brambles and occult signs and imprecations. Skin pulsing amid a tangle of boldness,
horror and private causes.

It was skin to be inhaled. Touched and lingered
over. Pressed into. It was skin to be tasted; to be
bitten hungrily, tenderly. It was the essence of
temptation, skin to make you understand the lust
of vampires. It whispered the desire to consume
and be consumed. Seeing it suggested that oppositions could be merged: the need for union. And
within a second of seeing, it ignited speculation.

Those public fragments of soft, inhalable, immaculate surface that had triggered appetite and intimated perfection; they had given no warning of
this. That when seen complete, it was skin
wretchedly compromised and violated, its texture
broken. The full revelation of it was egregious. Desire choked in the agonised foliage. There was a shrinking back, a falling
away. A need to escape. A simple, overwhelming fear.

And then later, in a private place, after conversational manoeuvrings, after an infinite moment of
anticipation, as fabrics were unclipped and fell
away, there it was, her skin.

It was her skin.
***

Oh, but the transgression – the crime. Emerging
from dark spaces that wanted to be filled, tendrils

Photo by Rafael Barros from Pexels
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The Tattie Tattoo Bird of the Nile
by Helena Nwaokolo

In the tall grasses on the fertile and lonely banks
of the River Nile as it nudges past the ancient
kingdom, now named Uganda, there lives the
rarely spotted Tattie Tattoo bird. It is rarely spotted due to its dullness of colour which easily
merges with the dung coloured stems of the reeds
and by its disheveled body which is camouflaged
within the feathery heads of the same fauna. Its
near neighbours are the hippopotamuses, crocodiles, baboons and the bathing elephant family all
finding comfort around or beneath the cooling
waters in the heat of the day.
A little way down river, where the water widens,
a modern fish farm has been built. It is secure
within the river with strong steel fences rising
from the deep. It is serviced by a gang of patrolling boatmen who keep watch each twenty four
hours so the fish within are never lonely. Tattie
Tattoo birds visit the fish farm daily. While the
boatmen are distracted by the many other birds,
the scruffy little fellows swoop across the water to
steal the smallest, baby fish. They carry them in
bulk, Puffin-like, in their ridiculously big beaks to
the safety of their river bank homes.
The other birds who are so distracting are a vibrant mixture of colour, shape and size. A five
year old’s imagination, a new box of paints and
the instruction to design birds who might live in a
magic land, could produce close to the variety
and flamboyance of Ugandan bird life. The birds
that find the fish farm irresistible mostly balance
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on splindly, fishing line legs or swoop on rainbow
wings. They have long elegant beaks that spear
their prey or short stumpy ones to store their
catch. Some wear crowns or ruffles, some legs are
rusty red, others sunshine yellow.
The Tattie Tattoo birds living so close to the water, see their own drab feathers and stumpy beaks
reflected back to them, continually. The males are
jealous of the others. Jealous of the pure white
elegance of the Great White Egret; the purple
shimmer of the Sacred Ibis and the yellow legs of
the Squacco Heron. With fierce determination
our more humble birds collect treasure to adorn
their bodies: long white feathers from the Egret
woven into their own measly tails and shining
purple ones tucked between wing feathers, fastened in place by gooey spittle squirted from their
beaks. A daily harvest of tiny petals and leaves
from the water plants pecked into their drab
chests, almost compensate for thick legs that will
always be brown.
With tails full and long, wings glinting purple in
the sun and their floral chests, they are ready to
find a female. She is more comfortable with her
own body image but easily swayed by the sight of
a long white tail and a pretty chest and so allows
herself to be wooed. Her partner builds a nest
among the reeds, small and scruffy but softly
lined with fine, fluffy seed heads – a nest designed
for a short tenancy. Four eggs, small and the colour of the river silt, soon occupy it and shortly
afterwards the female flies off to be swayed by her
next partner.
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The Tattie Tattoo male bird stays on egg duty. He sits on the eggs for most of each twenty four hours,
leaving them briefly during the late afternoon. By this time they have already absorbed the heat they
need to keep them safe for a few hours. This is plenty of time to feed himself and collect the fresh grasses,
young plant shoots and tiny water creatures that shimmer gold on the river. Sitting on the eggs once
more, he separates his gathered material, one from the other. He diligently masticates his harvest with
rows of tiny ridges lining his mouth and mixes each with his gooey spittle. Then carefully and artistically
squirts dotty patterns of colour across and around each egg. The pattern is repeated on all the eggs but
each has a unique combination of coloured spots.
After a further two or three days he lifts each egg in his ugly beak and flies off. One by one, he carries
them to the nests of the grand and colourful birds he sees around him and places the, now beautiful, eggs
gently alongside the offspring of the arrogant beauties. He is satisfied with his work. His sons and daughters will not be scruffy and drab.
When I visited Uganda I saw many hippos, lots of naughty baboons, crocodiles rather too close for comfort and what
seemed like an everlasting exhibition of the most wonderful bird life. But I saw not one Tattie Tattoo bird – not sure
any one else did either, their camouflage must be so good…
Helena Nwaokolo 2021

linda m. crate
through all my phases

maybe think of me

friends with matching tattoos
make me jealous
talked about it with my
bestie once,
and then it was just
forgotten;
i feel like no one i love
truly returns the sentiment—
why do i always have to be the one who
cares more?
why do i always have to be the one so
full of love and understanding
when no one reciprocates this for me?
if i could i would get matching
tattoos with the moon because she's the
only one that's been with me through all
my phases.

my mother and my sister
got two matching tattoos
without me
& they said i could get one
to match afterward

once again brushed under the rug,
and not thought of;
so why would i bother?
i wish for once in my life
someone would think of me first,
and someone would ask me
with purpose what i wanted and
listen with all their heart instead
of only hearing parts of what i have
to say;
some people say you choose offense
but i think they try to excuse
their offensive behavior by saying they
didn't know it would hurt you—
how could some of things done to me
not hurt me? maybe think of someone
outside yourself, maybe think of me;
maybe think of me.
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Happy Birthday
a memoir by Beck Collett

Friday, December 22nd 1995 is her seventeenth
birthday. Horrible, even by normal standards.
Not in college, can’t find a job, nowhere to go
and nothing to do. Depressed, isolated, all the
great cliches of a teenage girl.

bling with excitement, she proudly shows Bestie a
wonky heart she tattooed onto her stomach two
days ago – a razor blade and ink-cartridge job.

She is meeting up with her bestie that day; after
3:45pm when Bestie finishes college. She herself
has no plans, but Bestie does. Bestie has studying
to do, so can only meet briefly to drop off her presents and make Birthday Girl feel even more
alone.

Bestie was her one and only hope of understanding why she’d marked herself – but she
doesn’t understand, does she? Birthday Girl is
bursting to say something along the lines of, ‘it
was this, or just another scar,’ or, ‘because I can’t
cope, Bestie, and this is a better form of hurting
myself, can’t you see?’ or, ‘because, when I look
at it, it feels like someone loves me,’ but instead,
she gives a weak smile, and shakes her head.
Bestie envelops her in a hug, bestows three air
kisses, and walks lightly away.

Clad in her uniform of shapeless black layers, Birthday Girl walks quickly for twenty
minutes, Bestie a leisurely ten from college.
Bestie lives down the road from their rendezvous
point, so isn’t going out of her way. Immaculate
as ever, confident gaze, beautiful face, ebony
curls bouncing merrily, full-lips slicked with Body
Shop Kiwi lip-balm. Bestie wishes her a nonironic ‘Happy birthday!’ and hands her a small
red gift-bag, covered in hearts.
‘Can’t stop, sorry, tons of homework –
you know how it is.’

Bestie looks at her with undisguised disgust, ‘Why?’

Standing alone, Birthday Girl fingers the still-sore
carving through her layers, until the red starts to
flow. ‘Happy birthday,’ she whispers, and turns
to go home.
***

No, she doesn’t, not anymore, and surely,
it’s the last day of term? But she lets it go. TremMakarelle
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The Edinburgh Tattoo
by Elizabeth Eastwood

‘Come on Gran.’ Min shouted from the steps
above her and Angela staggered to join her, feeling every one of her seventy-one years. The beat
of the drums far below was just beginning and she
still had several rows to climb. The musicians in
their best military uniforms were ready to begin
and she pushed on, wanting to be in her seat before they took to the parade ground. She flopped
down heavily onto the plastic seat and took a moment to appreciate the backdrop of the castle, lit
up by coloured floodlights. She felt the usual current of excitement tingling in her nerve endings as
she heard the distinctive wail of the inflating bagpipes
‘I don’t know why you put yourself through this
every year, Mum.’ Martha had already settled in
her seat and stowed her coat underneath it. Now,
her arms were folded and her face drawn into a
frown. ‘Would you even recognise him now? And
if you did, would you want to?’
How could her daughter ask? She’d recognise him
anywhere. She knew she would. His hair probably didn’t curl just over his collar anymore and
the brown was likely to be shot through with silver, or perhaps it was gone completely. The
smooth cheeks would be more crumpled than
they had been, but his smile wouldn’t have
changed. His smile had dazzled her, blinding her
to everything but the need to be with him. In 1967
she’d just completed her final year at Edinburgh
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university but had returned for a farewell trip to
the Tattoo. Her first visit had been just before the
start of her university life and it had become a tradition that she went to the last night of the festival. Even in the difficult years that followed, she’d
always made it and it had become a kind of pilgrimage. When her daughter was old enough
she’d been included in the trip and in later years,
her granddaughter also went with them. Angela
suddenly realised Martha was still talking.
‘Why would you want to see him again anyway?
We’ve always been alright, haven’t we?’
Angela reached over and squeezed her daughter’s
hand. Dear Martha. Always so prickly. How
could she possibly understand though? She’d only
been with David a few months but Angela could
tell her daughter was already getting bored. Martha never let anyone close to her for too long.
Men were necessary for the procuring of a child
and once she had Min she saw no need for further
long term entanglements.
Martha’s experience of being a single parent were vastly different to Angela’s. By the time
Min was born, single mums were no longer the
social pariahs they’d been thirty years earlier.
Martha had no need of the old brass curtain ring
that still sat in Angela’s jewellery box, nestled between earrings of semi-precious stones and silver
bracelets. She hadn’t worn it for years – eventually she’d saved enough to buy a cheap wedding
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ring and called herself a widow – but she kept it as
a reminder of how hard she’d had to work to eke
out a decent life for the two of them. Martha
thought her mother was morbid to keep looking
backwards, but how could she explain that she
had no choice in the matter? Martha was such a
different personality, constantly looking for the
next new thing. How could someone like that
possibly comprehend the tie that kept her bound
even after all these years?
She’d known from the start there was no
future in it, but she’d allowed herself to be carried
along on the wave of love – there was a good proportion of lust mixed in there as well if she was
honest – and not given much thought to the time
beyond those magical few days.
‘I hate the bloody bagpipes.’ She’d laughed
at the overheard comment and turned to see the
man next to her scowling at the pipers far below
them.
‘Why on earth are you here then?’ The
words had escaped before she’d had time to think
them through, but he grinned lopsidedly at her.
‘I don’t like wasting money,’ he said. ‘My
wife was meant to come with me, but she
changed her mind at the last minute and insisted I
came without her. She’s the one who likes all this
stuff.’
Angela smiled sympathetically. She loved
the pomp and circumstance of it all, but even she
had to admit the bagpipes weren’t her favourite
part of the show.
‘Marie can be… difficult,’ he said, his
mouth twisting with the words. ‘That makes her
sound awful, I know and I don’t mean it to. It’s
just, complicated, I suppose. I’m Michael, by the
way.’
Angela took his hand and shook it, introducing herself. They quickly settled into an easy
conversation and talked all night, walking
through the darkened streets of the capital long
after the Tattoo had finished. Neither of them
wanted to break the fragile threads that spun
around them by parting and they saw sunrise
from Arthur’s Seat high above the city. The air
felt fresh and clean and full of the promise of a
beautiful late summer day. When he kissed her,
just as the sun appeared above the horizon, she
knew she was in love. She didn’t believe in love at
first sight. It was a ridiculous notion. But the truth
of it was, there was no other way to describe how
she felt. They walked back to her hotel, oblivious
to the sounds and smells of the city as it came
back to life. The last night of the festival was the
culmination of weeks of events and there was an
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air of resignation in the flapping of abandoned
leaflets and torn posters advertising the various
Fringe acts. Edinburgh’s time to shine had passed
for another year.

She began missing him the moment he let
go of her hand. A few hours later, he picked her
up again and they had lunch in a tiny café tucked
away behind Grassmarket. People chatted around
them, but it was just noise. In their bubble there
was only silence and they drank each other in
along with the dry white. He held her hand while
they ate and it was inevitable that their post lunch
walk took them back to his hotel. They’d spent
the next two days in bed, ordering room service to
avoid separating for any length of time.
When the time came for her to leave he
wiped her tears away and hid his own.
‘I wish things could be different,’ he said.
‘I can’t bear it.’
She told him she wished the same, but
they both knew how things stood between them.
Michael couldn’t abandon his marriage – he owed
Marie more than that – and Angela had no wish
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to become embroiled with a married man. Better
for them both to pretend it was nothing more
than a fling and return to their separate lives.
Martha had been born in 1968.
Angela’s parents had been appalled and
she’d moved back to Edinburgh. Away from their
anger and their shame. Away from everyone who
knew her. She found work and a sympathetic
landlady in the same bed and breakfast and saved
until she could afford proper childcare and a flat
of her own. That was when she began calling herself Mrs Townsend and started working at the solicitor’s office in the typing pool. Eventually she
worked her way up the ladder and became secretary to the senior partner in the firm with responsibility for overseeing the girls in the room she’d
begun in.
‘Nan? Are you okay?’
Min’s voice cut through her thoughts and
she turned to smile reassuringly at her. Angela
hadn’t been sure about the name ‘Araminta’
when Martha had chosen it, but she liked it well
enough now. It seemed to suit the wayward curls
and slender form. Min was a talented artist and
was off to art college in a few weeks. She had every ounce of her mother’s drive and determination
but there was a softer side to her as well and this
came out in the beautiful things she created.
‘I’m fine, darling. Just reminiscing.’
Angela’s eyes scanned the faces of the peo-

ple nearest to her. After all these years it was unlikely she would see him, but she clung to the
hope that one day he might return. She’d often
thought of Michael over the years. Wondering if
he was happy; feeling sad and guilty that he’d
never got to know his daughter and granddaughter. Coming back to the Tattoo was a ritual now.
She’d long given up hope of seeing him there. Or
at least, that’s what she told Martha. A small part
of her still clung to the idea of running into him
again. It was a million to one chance, she was
sensible enough to recognise that, but nothing
could kill that tiny flame of optimism.
As the first triumphant march ended and
the final notes died away, there was a tap on her
shoulder and she turned. A man with thick grey
hair stood in the aisle at the side of her. He gave
her a lopsided grin.
‘I still hate those bloody bagpipes.’
Angela stared at him for a moment, then
rose unsteadily to her feet, a smile tugging at the
corners of her mouth.
‘Why are you here then?’
‘Looking for a girl I once knew.’
Angela held her hand out to him. ‘Well I’d
hate for you to have wasted your money. Maybe
we could look for her together.’
***

‘Red Pepper on Drum Skin’ by Jane Langan
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The End of Drought by Edward Alport
The rain danced and swirled and leapt.
The garden stood and roared its applause
At the massed drums thundering as we slept.
The earth sighed great choruses of petrichors.
And all for what? For what? The end of drought!
The end of water bowls and surreptitious hoses.
The end of the watering can’s leaking spout,
Sneaking the odd pint under the neighbours’ noses.
The rain! The blessed rain. Hammering a fandango
On the tin roof. Did we sleep? We couldn’t sleep for waiting,
Watching the weather app, the forecasts that come and go
The first shy drips and drops, like a virgin, hesitating

Before leaping into bed. And the world smells pink and new,
Washed and fresh, though deafened by the rainstorm tattoo.
Image: Jane Langan

A Demon, Come Among Us
by Edward Alport
I reckon it’s a demon, come among us.

Tie up your heavy heart with the picture man

He say why this skin so ice-cream pink?

Leave your weighty business on the sidewalk
waitin’.

I show you dreams of dragos dancing.

I show you angels’ wings and stars shootin’.
I say your skin a message waitin’ for the words that
say,
And see your skin as white as paper.

He say a little scratch, a little cleaning pain
Cleanse your skin, he say, make it fiery pure.
It leave you light and airy as the clouds
It leave you light as feathers on an angel’s wing
Makarelle

Did anyone see him come? Or see him go?
I say I never saw this agony. Those bravo men who
show
Me ink and say it never cost a tear? I curse them.
Curse them.
They never said a word about mutilation.
Wrapped up in clingfilm and a storm of pain.
My leg will never be the same again.
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The Ballad of Dove and Nate
by Beck Collett

In a fading time, in a faded place, lived a girl
called Dove, and a man called Nate. Separated
by classes and travelling shows, they met and
they laughed and they kissed and love grew.
But Dove was a girl, not quite sweetest sixteen,
and Nate was a man, far more life he had seen.
Their friends and acquaintances smiled and refused to believe there could be a bright future for
the two. But Nate and his Dove told them all
they were wrong; their love was the kind crying
out for a song. And if not for a song, then a permanent mark, but for Nate this would be no
mere carving in bark of initials scored into the
tallest of trees that would grow up and outwards
and sway in the breeze. No, the carving in mind
was with ink and with blade, the cartridge mixed
blue with the red of his blood.
‘Dear Dove,’ he then begged, gesturing to
his right, ‘will you brand me as yours ‘fore we
leave here tonight?’
Poor Dove she turned pale, and she started to quake, far too young…far too soon…what if
it’s a mistake?
Nate started to laugh with his mouth (not
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his eyes) and he laughed until Dove would no
more meet his gaze. And he said, ‘you are mine,
Dove, my own and my true, and my heart I have
taken and laid before you, and now you mean to
tell me you’re having me on when I’m baring my
soul in our very own song of our love that will
last till the end of our days?’ And he held up the
knuckles he’d already razed, ‘Pray tell, what’s
the purpose of left reading Nate when the right
remains bare and would fill me with hate as the
bareness reminds me of dearest Dove, who
would use me and kill me by taking her love?’
Poor Dove (still just fifteen, remember
this fact) felt no choice remained but to go
through with their pact. So, she reached out her
dainty young hand to his own and she clasped
his scarred flesh ‘gainst her cheek with a moan.
‘Dear Nate,’ she began, to her brooding sweetheart, ‘you once told me you’d wait ‘til I’m
ready to part from my father and mother to become your wife, and stand firm by your side as
your darling and wife. You told me you’d ask
my dear father’s permission to take me as yours
if my life he had given to you to look after and
cherish and love, as husband and wife in a home
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filled with love.’
Nate listened and bristled and started to
pluck at the blood and the ink that had clot on his
knuck till the blood flowed again, washed away
all the blue, which seemed fitting to Nate as
Dove’s love wasn’t true. ‘I told you I would and I
did,’ old Nate said, and foolishly brushed his
hands over his head. His overlong hair a pale
shade until then, was daubed with wild colour
from blood and from pen, but Nate cared not a
jot, so concerned in his heart was he over the
chance he and Dove would now part, ‘I talked to
your father already, dear heart, I told him how
much I’ve loved you from start when I first saw
you pass all those three weeks ago when you
came with your friends to the travelling show.
And you paid for your ticket and paid me attention and I paid you a compliment too coarse to
mention again to your face, now your character I
know, but I waited to see you ‘gain after the
show, and I told you right then I loved you, you
recall? And I stole a first kiss from you against the
wall of the chip-van while your dumb friends tittered and cried I was nought but a dirty old man
to their eyes. But you stayed, dearest Dove, and
we walked on the sand, the waves lapping our
feet, your small hand in my hand and I told you
right then that you would be my wife, that I’d
waited for you my long forty-year life. And under
the full-moon’s stare I swore to gain your own
father’s permission ‘fore making you mine.’
Dove waited with baited breath, full of
confusion, three weeks was a lifetime to her, not a
season to run against that of the travelling show,
it would soon move along, surely Nate would
then go? It had started as fun, she confessed she
was flattered, at looks from a man whose words
made her heart flutter, but as for her lifetime, her
future? No way, so she silently prayed ‘bout what
Father did say.
But Nate, he stayed silent, eyes black in
the sun, he was busy remembering the words of
the man who had caused Dove to live, who had
told poor Nate, No! Not you! Never you! Not for
Dove, you won’t do. ‘I have you forever, my darling, my girl, I would lay down my life, I would
give you the world if you’d just say you love me,
and mean it this time, score your name in my
flesh and be mine – please, be mine.’
Now Dove, though still childlike, was cunning and brave, and she saw in Nate’s eyes that
he meant to soon raise a balled fist to her face if
she didn’t comply, so she took a deep breath and
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Nate’s blade and asked, ‘Why do you feel there’s
a need to tattoo us together, when the truth is we
never could last out forever with you a grown
man, who knows better than I, and I still a child,
yes, a child, Nate, that’s why we must part, as
you surely know in your heart, part as friends, not
as enemies, when you depart.’
Again, Nate said nothing, but listened and
sighed, Dove may put up a fight, but she would
be his bride, So, he took back the blade and attempted to write Dove upon his right hand but the
name was a sight of crook’d letters and gaps and a
curious ‘O’ that looked more like an ‘a’ when
Dove mopped up the flow of Nate’s lifeblood. Yet
he battled on with his art, even finishing up with
thumb sporting a heart. Then he looked at his girl
and commanded her, ‘squeeze out the ink in my
furrows now, don’t think to tease, I am far too in
lust with you to let it go, so please be a good girl
and submit to your beau.’
Dove did as he asked but refused to defile
her own body to please him, ‘I won’t, Nate, it’s
vile that you’d ask me to mark myself forever
more, when you soon will be leaving here for a
new shore. We have both had our fun, haven’t
we? Heaven knows I will treasure your kisses
when you held me close, But. you know that we
cannot elope here and now when I’ve school to
attend, Father wouldn’t allow.’
Then Dove smiled – like she’d seen older
girls sometimes do – hoping Nate would see reason and just let her go. But she’d broke his poor
heart, so he broke her poor face, and the blood
from the two of them misted the place.
Poor Dove, she was lucky they were near
the arcade and the boys on the bandits all rushed
to her aid in the scuffle she freed herself – minus
her blouse, hands held up where the red poured in
streams from her nose while Nate kicked and he
punched and he screamed shocking cusses at
Dove and the bandit boys, screamed for the justice. For where was the justice for him after what
Dove had done? Broke his heart, made a fool of
this man for the name on his right – as was now
plain to see – had a ‘D’ and a ‘V’ and an elegant
‘E’ but the ‘O’ that he struggled with earlier that
day was as clear as could be a strange lower-case
‘a.’
Yes, the love for this girl had now turned to pure
hate, for his knuckles were branded with DaVE
and with NATE.
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Dove ran off to her home, exposed, bloodied, unnerved, knowing Father would think her
lot all too deserved. He had warned her off tangling with such a man that had poor reputation,
that lived in a van that would travel through England and each time they pitched Nate picked girls
– never women – to paw and bewitch and then
take all he wanted and leave without thought,
leaving children alone, in tears, truly distraught.

‘But not I,’ young Dove argued, ‘I’m clever and
shrewd, for he won’t be forgetting me now he’s
tattooed with that etched on his knuckles, I swear
he’ll behave, he’s a marked man forever, with that
blessed name Dave.’

***

Tattooed Tower - Toronto
by kerry rawlinson
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Archie’s Bolero
by R. E. Loten with research by H.D.W. Loten

Not quite the same thing.’
‘Yeah, but it’s all music init. You’ve gotta
have some sense of rhythm to play. Stands to
reason it translates to yer feet as well.’

0:00-0:29
The drumbeat kicks in. Dum de de de Dum de de de
Dum de de de Dum. The two figures draped in purple
kneel on the ice, their faces almost touching. The music starts and they sway apart, keeping time to the
beat. Elegant movements defying the pulse that underpins them. The rat-a-tat-tat of the snare continues to
sound.
The man’s body is slumped on the sofa. His eyes
are trained on the small television set in its
wooden cabinet. But his mind is over a thousand miles away. His fingers drum the familiar
rhythm on the pink velour upholstery. He tries
to bring his mind back from the hillside. He
knew they were skating to this tune. Why wasn’t
he prepared for it? He wasn’t prepared then, either.
Italy, 1944
‘Move it!’
The man beside him stumbled, the
weight of his equipment propelling him forward.
He shot out a hand and steadied him.
‘Thanks, mate.’
Archie grinned, his teeth startlingly white
against the mud-spattered face.
‘Honestly, Drew. I’ve never known anyone with as much ability to trip over their own
feet as you have.’
‘Proper talent, init? Not my fault I’ve got
no co-ordination. We can’t all be bleedin’ Fred
Astaire.’
Archie sighed.
‘Astaire’s a dancer. I’m a music teacher.
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Archie shook his head. They’d had this
conversation before. Drew was convinced
Archie’s musical talents in some way explained
his reputation as the best soldier in the platoon.
He didn’t usually try too hard to persuade him
otherwise. It was nice to be admired for a
change. When he was younger, his musical abilities had marked him out as different. He was
the quiet boy, not interested in football or girls
and too often he’d had to fish his music case out
of a puddle while other boys laughed at its sodden state.
He and Drew had met at their training
camp. They’d shared a lift on the back of a truck
going into the village near their base. A dance
had been advertised and they’d been given permission to go. They’d arrived and left together,
separating only to dance and a friendship had
been forged. Archie sensed he’d found a kindred
spirit in Drew. It was something about the way
he held himself when he danced, as though he
was holding a part of himself back.

On their return, they were told that their
orders had come in and they were shipping out
to the Med at the end of the week.
0:30-1:50
Finally, they are on their feet. Their bodies move in
perfect synchronisation – two halves of the same person. First one leads, then the other. Always connected.
Always supporting. And still the drum beat beneath,
driving them on.
It had been like that back then as well. Archie
and Drew. Inseparable. Even in the valleys below Castle Hill. The rest of the platoon used to
joke that they’d been separated at birth. One excelled at spotting the hidden German forces, the
other at shooting them. Except, he thought, One
of us only pretended to excel. One of us made a mistake.
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Italy, 1944
The slope of the mountain reared above them,
the castle at its peak almost invisible from where
they crouched.
‘How the bleedin’ hell are we supposed to
get up there?’

head of the platoon to support him. One each
side, his arms looped over their shoulders. He
told them to leave him. If he recovered, he’d
catch them up. If he didn’t, he’d see them at the
top when the rest of the men caught up. He
doesn’t want to remember but still his fingers
move, stabbing a tattoo into the plush fabric.

‘Slowly.’
‘Carefully.’

Italy, 1944

‘Can we call a taxi?’

The looming hulk of the castle was silhouetted
against the murderous firework display greeted
them as they approached the higher ground.

The whispered answers all came at once
and the platoon’s laughter was quickly smothered. They knew from bitter experience that
sound travelled further at night and somewhere
above them were German soldiers with machine
guns.
‘ ‘Ere, Archie mate. Didn’t you say you
‘ad a technique for hillwalking?’
‘I hardly think this is the time –‘
‘Nah mate. Anything you can do to make
this easier, you go ahead and share it.’

‘Jesus H. Christ.’ Webster ducked as another shell exploded somewhere above them.
Archie grinned.
‘It’s not that bad. You’ve obviously never
experienced a First Form music lesson.’ He
looked at the teenager’s blanched face and
touched his arm gently. ‘Listen.’
A mortar fired somewhere off to the right
of them.

Archie sighed.

‘There’s your cymbals.’

‘Do you know Ravel’s Bolero?’
‘Yeah mate. Course. Me ma used to sing it
to us every morning.’
Someone sniggered. Archie ignored it and
demonstrated the rhythm of the drum.
‘On each heavy beat, you put your right
foot forward. It takes your mind off the fact
you’re going uphill.’
‘Anything’s gotta be worth a try.’

‘The snare drum.’
An artillery piece boomed to their left.
‘There’s your bass drum.’ He gestured with
his rifle. ‘And now we add in the high hat.’
Webster nodded, his face now determined.
Archie scrambled forward, joining Drew at
the head of the men.
‘Ready? You spot ‘em, I’ll down ‘em. Just
like always.’

01:51 – 3:15
The woman lies prone across the man’s leg – they’re
obviously at a difficult part of their climb and he takes
her face in his hands, reassuring her of his love. He
lifts her. She checks they are still heading for the top of
the volcano and they continue onwards. She leans on
him and he is always there, taking her weight. Supporting her. The volume of the music increases as the
dance continues. The drum is more insistent now.

The memories are flooding through him. Insistent. They want to be heard. Richards had
been their first casualty that night. He missed his
step and twisted his ankle. Archie and Drew had
moved back from their customary position at the
Makarelle

A machine gun spat bullets that flew harmlessly over their heads.

3:16 – 4:35

The couple take little running steps, eager now to
reach their destination and meet their fate. They cling
to each other, faces upturned, reassuring themselves
they are doing the right thing. The music is getting
steadily louder, the tempo increasing as the end approaches. He lifts her off her feet, twisting her in midair, almost flinging her. The mouth of the volcano is
in sight. The music rises to a crescendo, the drum beat
loud and persistent. Has she reconsidered? Is he angry
with her? No. She has complete faith in him. The doggedness of the thudding drum knocks the couple to
their knees and together they give themselves over to
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the mountain. In life, they could not be together. In
death, they cannot be parted.
He knows he doesn’t have long left. The doctor
made that very clear. She broke the news gently,
but she didn’t know he welcomed the news. Forty years is a long time to be alone after all.
There’d been no-one else. How could there be?
He’d been too sad at first. Then there had been
the law to consider. By the time it changed it
was too late for him. He didn’t want to share his
life with someone who wasn’t him. He can feel
his heart giving up. He’s not surprised – it’s been
hardened with grief for so long it was bound to
wear it down, eventually. He can almost feel the
arteries folding in on themselves and he smiles
as he closes his eyes. I’m coming, he thinks. I
won’t be long.

most the same time. The muffled explosion was
almost anti-climactic: the sound deadened by
the body that contained it. The platoon froze in
shock. Another of their men was gone. They
looked to the other half of the pairing for instructions. He turned and almost without aiming, took out the owner of the arm which had
wreaked such devastation. His men urged him
to run. He didn’t hear them. Eventually, they
took his arm and pulled him away with them,
leaving half of him behind.
4:36 – 7:42
The couple in purple are back on their feet. They skate
over to acknowledge the crowd. Flowers clutched tightly to their chests, their faces are wreathed in smiles and
they embrace as the marks are announced. Twelve
perfect sixes. Two skaters. Two halves of the same
whole in perfect unison.

Italy, 1944
All attempts at a silent approach were forgotten
as the platoon surged towards the castle. The
snare drum accounted for Webster and continued to spit out its unforgiving rhythm until Morris’ grenade silenced its steady beat. Bullets ricocheted off the medieval stone. Staccato shots
rang out around the hillside. Archie and Drew
led their men onwards, taking out enemy troops
on all sides.

The pain in his chest is severe, but he barely notices it. He rises from the chair with more ease
than he has done in years. He is there. He has
come for him. He has waited. They never spoke
of it back then. They couldn’t. He was never
completely sure if his feelings were returned.
Now he knows. Now he is complete. The television is replaying the routine and the rhythm
sounds again in his head. He smiles.

‘Fall back! There’s too many of them!’

‘On the heavy beat, you put your left foot
forward?’

Wheeling around, the men withdrew back
over the hard-won ground, tripping over bodies
as they went. They were focused on covering the
retreat and no-one saw the arm rise over the low
stone wall. An egg-shaped lump of metal landed
with a dull thud. Archie and Drew saw it at al-

‘You never could get the hang of it, could
you? It’s your right foot, you twerp.’
His smile becomes a grin. It’s time to go.
***

Background To The Story

In September 1943, following a successful invasion of Sicily, the Allied Armies landed in Italy. The British Eighth Army advanced
on north via the Adriatic Coast, whilst the American Fifth Army advanced up the western side of the central mountain range
towards Naples. The two armies had three routes to Rome. One was flooded by the Germans, another had an initial breakthrough by the Canadians but had ground to a halt with the onset of winter blizzards. This left Highway 6, through the Liri Valley with Monte Cassino at the southern entrance. The German defences in the area were well fortified and it took four assaults
to finally capture Castle Hill. On 17th May 1944, Polish troops captured Monastery Hill and the Battle for Monte Cassino was
over.

In 1984 Torvill and Dean won gold at the Winter Olympics in Sarajevo. Their score of twelve perfect 6.0s and six 5.9s made
them the highest scoring figure skaters in Ice Dance history. The routine was danced to Ravel’s Bolero and the pair have talked
about how they came up with a story to inspire them. The story was of two star-crossed lovers who, because they couldn’t be
together, decided to ascend the volcano and throw themselves to their deaths.
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Unbenanntes Projekt
by Finja Tineke, based on a photograph by Felicity Ingram
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Eternal Sunshine of The Spotless Skin
by Dini Armstrong

‘When will you get a tattoo, mum?’ my
daughter asked me. I hesitated. All three of my
children have tattoos. I say children. My son
turned thirty-one this year. He’s a bear of a
guy, just grabs me for a big hug, Covid be
damned. My daughters are talented artists and
have both offered to design something special
for me. I don’t doubt that they would be able to
create something unique, something fitting,
something I would love forever. And still, my
answer was:

‘I don’t think
Schnuffie.’

‘Why not?’ my daughter asked.
‘Huh?’ I had forgotten the question.
‘Why don’t you think you’ll ever get a
tattoo?’
I paused and reflected for a while.
‘Well, there are very good reasons.’
‘Name one.’
I had visions of someone pouring the contents of a glass of explosive little marbles onto
our table. Touch one and they will blow up
with a bang. My daughter has many tattoos.
She had started with a couple of small ones,
professionally done, selected with care, followed by others that she had designed herself.
A couple of years ago, she had bought her own
tattoo gun and invited her friends to ‘doodle’
on her skin.

I’ll ever get one,

She scoffed. We were sitting at a socially distanced table in Portobello’s finest seafood restaurant. It was my daughter’s birthday, and this
was our first meal out since the easing of lockdown. Our masks were folded carefully and
placed on the edge of the table, just beside the
QR code for ‘Scan and Protect’. I moved my
chair a little to the side, the bright sun was
shining through the windowpane, directly into
my eyes. Squinting, I could make out the silhouettes of children playing ball on the white
sandy beach. An elderly woman was walking
her dog. If it hadn’t been for the little reminders, bottles of sanitiser here and there, arrows
on the floor, wide spaces between tables, we
might have been able to forget there ever was a
pandemic.
Makarelle

‘I can’t afford them.’
She laughed. ‘You know I have a gun. I’ll
do you one for free.’ I swallowed. Hard.
‘You can’t have MRi scans when you are tattooed. I hear the iron in the ink gets sucked out
by the magnet and it rips open your skin and
everything.’ She smiled at me with an air of
triumph, and I knew then that I had engaged in
a losing battle. Eventually, I would have to tell
her the truth.
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‘Mum, that is for CT scans and only for
black ink. And even then, it causes burns or
incorrect results, not aliens ripping out of your
chest. I could use a colour that doesn’t contain
iron particles.’

‘You never went to an Onsen last time
you were in Japan.’ She grabbed the jug and
started filling her own glass. ‘You said you felt
uncomfortable being naked in front of
strangers.’
‘It’s not really the done thing on public
transport there either.’
‘Wear a cardigan.’
‘What if it’s hot?’
‘Wear a really thin cardigan.’
‘I am not good with pain.’

Photo by Chris U from Pixabay

‘Ready to order?’ I jumped at first, because the woman had spoken from the space
behind me, but as soon as I realised it was the
waitress, I was ready to hug her. Not that I
would, of course, even if she wasn’t a stranger.
‘No, sorry,’ my daughter replied, ‘we
need a minute.’ The waitress nodded and
walked away. I studied the menu with the intense focus of a gannet about to dive and spear
a fish.
‘Isn’t it lovely,’ I began, ‘that luxury of
having someone else cook a meal for us for a
change. It’s been so long.’ She murmured ascent and declared she wanted the risotto. It was
the only vegetarian option, so I ordered the
same. Get her on my side. It didn’t work. As
soon as the waitress had placed a jug of ice water and two glasses between us, my daughter
asked:
‘So, if it were free and you could get it
done with CT scan friendly ink, what would
you get?’
‘Nothing,’ I said. ‘I have always wanted
to travel to Japan again.’
‘What has that got to do with anything?’
she asked, puzzled.
‘Well, they don’t allow you into certain
places if you are tattooed, like the public Onsen, the bathhouses. I hear it is something that
they find offensive because it is associated with
members of the Yakuza.’ I raised a glass of water and took a large, triumphant gulp.
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‘You gave birth to three children without so
much as an Aspirin.’ She pronounced the last
part of that sentence with a mock German accent, an impression of me. Had I really used
that boast in front of the kids?
‘I need the toilet,’ I exclaimed and
reached for my mask. It was still moist from
collecting my breath during the day. Maybe she
would have forgotten the topic by the time I
came back. I dawdled in the bathroom, washed
my hands well over the recommended twenty
seconds, then studied the posters of Victorian
sea vessels along the corridor, before finally
making my way back into the main restaurant
area.
‘Are you okay?’ she asked, ‘You were
gone for ages.’
‘I guess the coffee finally kicked in,’ I
offered. No takers.
‘You didn’t have coffee.’
‘There you go, ladies.’ I was beginning
to develop serious affection for the waitress,
who carefully positioned the two plates of risotto in front of us. For a while, we were both
munching away, savouring big mouthfuls of
the deliciously creamy dish.
‘I wonder what mushrooms they used?’
I made a show out of sniffing the next bite, inspecting the tiny brown pieces among the
white.
‘You never answered my question.’ Oh,
come on, just when it was beginning to feel
safe. Maybe it was time to come clean.
‘Listen,’ I said, ‘I just don’t think I am
that kind of person.’ I could see the eye roll
coming before it happened. ‘Hang on,’ I tried
to stem the flood of judgement, ‘let me finish.’
She cleared her throat, as if to expel a halfPage 48
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formed sentence that had already lodged itself
there. ‘What I mean is, I am just not the kind
of person who holds on to things. I am much
better at letting go.’

come.’ I quickly added: ‘If you choose to have
children, that is. I don’t need to tattoo your
names or your birthdays onto my skin, I will
never forget them anyway. But when I think of
my time as your mum, yes, if I am honest, I
cringe. I remember all the things I did wrong,
all the times I should have chosen a different
path, found better words.’ I paused. ‘Like now,
probably. I don’t think I am explaining this
well.’

She looked surprised.
‘Well, you know about my, well, my
shitshow of a childhood. I had to be like that,
you know, let things happen to me and then go
to school and just, sort of, let it go, so I could
laugh and play with the other kids. And then
when I got older, I wanted to forget all about it.
And then, when I got divorced, I wanted to
move on and it just sort of continued like that. I
am not the kind of person who wants reminders of the past. I want to be a blank slate, a
blank canvas, I want to look forward to my future.’

‘Mum,’ she said, in her softest voice, ‘I didn’t
have that kind of childhood. I had friends and
siblings and I travelled, and I created art. I had
a mum who made me a birthday cake every
year and I never had to forget and move on. I
like to look at my arms and my legs and see all
those little reminders of all the people and all
the places I love.’

She was silent for a little.

I placed my hands on the table and she
placed hers next to them. I haven’t been able to
touch my girl very often. Not since she was little, not since she declared ‘I don’t do human
contact’ and wormed her way out of my embrace. Not since we accepted that this was
more than just a teenage quirk and that I had to
let her have her own space. So this, this was
her way of letting herself be touched?

‘Was everything okay?’ asked the waitress. We both nodded, which encouraged her
to add: ‘Do you want to see the sweet menu?’
We both shook our heads. I had made a birthday cake, a vegan coffee and walnut sponge,
which was currently waiting in my daughter’s
kitchen, next to her new espresso machine.
‘What about us?’ She looked about eight
years old then, not twenty-seven, looking at me
with big wet eyes. The weight of her question
hit me square in the stomach, knocking the
wind right out of me. When I felt the breath
coming back into my lungs, I managed to say:

‘I am sorry, we only accept contactless,’
said the waitress, when I tried to hand her a
bundle of notes.
‘That’s fine,’ I said. ‘Makes perfect sense.’

‘I don’t need to tattoo reminders of you guys
onto my body. I see my stretch marks as lots of
little signatures. You all lived in that belly. All
the letters of my DNA are inscribed into your
genetic code, for all the future generations to

***
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by Sharon Pilkington

I saw the story you told today.
You read it out loud on your skin.
I saw the story written on you.
Your feelings seeped out from within.
The girl with the insects,
And vivid rose briars.
No one looks at the scars on your face.
Celtic knots on your arms,
And dragons as charms.
Say that you’re sure of your place.
The man with the whirls,
Unusual curls,
Tells of the cultures he’s seen.
Another with marks,
Overcoming the parts,
Of the hurt his life has been.
The love of a mother,
Shown on your calf.
That hand print where he first stood.
The mark of my own,
Shows I have grown,

And tells all the world I did good.
Tell me the story of you today.

Image by Peter Kramer from Pixabay

Let me read it out loud on your skin.
Let me see the story written on you.
Your feelings seeped out from within.
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The Butcher’s
Tattoo
by Jane Langan
(Content Warning!)
‘Here, coffee.’ There she is. My beautiful
girl. The woman who loves me and brings me a
coffee to wake me up in the morning, before
she has to go to work. She leaves it on the bedside table, knowing full well the sweet aromas
will draw me to them like magic beans.
As I get downstairs, she is at the door,
keys in hand, ready to leave. I kiss her.
‘Thanks for the coffee.’
The kiss is the kind that should make
her stay. She pulls me closer and returns the
favour. We linger by the door until eventually,
she pulls away.
‘I’ll be late and so will you. I’ll see you
later…love you.’

Photo by Jane Langan

‘Love you too.’

Thud, creak, squelch. Thud, creak, squelch.
Thud, creak, squelch. It is so methodical and
practised. He’s done this before.

I look at the door as it closes for a second
longer than I should, half expecting her to
come back. I know her professionalism and
dedication to her work will stop her, but I can’t
help but hope. This is our last kiss.

I feel like I am going to be sick. I can’t
move, I can’t speak. My pores have opened,
and salty sweat is seeping out of me, yet I can’t
look away. My dry eyes are unable to blink.
The worst part is the sound: First the thud as
metal hits the body, then the pull, a swift swish,
then creaks as the wood of the handle resists.
Finally, the squelch as the axe’s exterior is
drawn in by the flesh like a suction cup. A
butcher’s tattoo. Blood is everywhere, coagulating in and around the bodies. I watch him slip
slightly as he moves amongst the bodies on the
plastic sheeting. I want him to fall, but he rights
himself quickly and continues. Thud, through
bone, muscle, arteries, veins. Creak as he tries
to detach. Squelch, a resistance of fibres. Thud,
creak, squelch. Thud, creak, squelch.

About ten minutes later Murphy turns up,
‘Alright Ma’am?’
‘I have told you before and I will tell you
again if you call me Ma’am one more time, I’ll
have to kill you.’
‘Yes, Ma…Ms Thomas.’
‘Fuck’s sake, Murphy. How long have I
known you?’
‘Nearly six months, Ms Thomas.’
‘That’s right, so call me, Cara.’ I get in
the unmarked police car. Murphy starts to
drive. ‘Any updates?’
‘Yeah, we got the mobile reports for Jessie Tennyson and Sarah Underwood. Both had
their GPS on, and we can see that their phones
lost the signal around Harlington Woods. We
have the dogs there now seeing if they can sniff
anything out.’

~
The day starts bright, I open my eyes, then
squeeze them close again, quickly, as the sun
sneaks through a gap in the curtains straight
into my face.

‘That’s the best lead we have so far. Anything else?

‘Uh…’ I rolled over.
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‘Yeah, we compared the numbers dialled
and received. We got a match.’

~
Thud, creak, squelch. Thud, creak, squelch.
Thud, creak, squelch. It is almost hypnotic, the
sound, the way he works. When Murphy is
killed first, then slowly dismembered, I am
sick. The smell of stagnating vomit fills my nostrils, but doesn’t hide the tang of iron at the
back of my throat. The room looks like a
butcher’s shop. Limbs, heads, guts, all hanging

‘Good work. Have we got a name?’
‘We have, but you’re not going to like it.’
‘Why?

‘It’s Doctor Jansen.’ An image flashes
into my head of our forensics man. He’s a big
friendly bloke, always the first to offer to buy a
round at the pub. He doesn’t seem the type, but
one thing this job has taught me is you never
know anyone completely.
‘Fuck.’
When we arrive at the station, Murphy
drops me off before he parks up. I walk through
the busy Police station to my windowless office
at the back. Murphy joins me a couple of
minutes later and sits at the desk opposite me.
‘OK, run through it again? We know
both girls had a side-line in online porn. Jessie
hasn’t spoken to her family since 2018, but Sarah still lives with her mum on the Sherringham Estate. Remind me, where does Jessie
live?’

from metal hooks above me, almost unrecognisable as human.
I feel behind me, my fingers stretching,
practically numb from the tight plastic cord
around my wrists. I’m beyond fear now. I want
to live. I need to escape. I cast my eyes around
me. Is there anything that could help me? I will
be next - once he has finished with her. My
love…I can’t think about you now. I need to
get away.

‘She’s in Burston.’
‘Right.’
I stand up and looked at the whiteboard
behind me. The map is stuck on with Sellotape.
I circle where the girls lived and draw a line to
the girl’s mugshots. They have both been arrested for soliciting in the past.

~
‘I’ve found another match,’ says Murphy, looking up from his screen. I quietly thank the police gods; we can’t afford another one of ours
going off the rails.

‘So, Sarah was reported missing about a
month ago and Jessie disappeared last week.
Have we double-checked further back for any
other missing women with similar…em… attributes?’

‘It looks like a professor. Your girl…,
Ms…em’

Serial killers always tend to have a type.
In this case, both women are petite and large breasted and look younger than their age. Jessie reminds me of Nick. I brush that thought
away as quickly as it arrives.

‘Spit it out, Murphy.’
‘Well, I reckon Ms James would know
him. He works in the same department
of the

‘No. Nothing recently.’

University as she does. He’s a Professor of Archaeology.’

‘OK. Good. Let’s just double-check the
phone records again and see if there are any
other matches. I don’t want to go and speak to
Doctor Jansen without due diligence.’

My head spins at the thought of Nick
anywhere near trouble. I keep my voice calm.
‘What’s his name?’

‘Right yer are Ma...Ms…Cara.’
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Shit. I know him. Nick has introduced me. She
and I laughed at his clumsy attempt at making
a pass at her. He is large with a ruddy complexion and bad skin.

noticed before. He fidgets from foot to foot as
he takes out his black notebook and pencil.
‘Right.’ He clears his throat. ‘Forgive me
for asking Professor, have you ever used the
website BabesXBabes?’

‘Yeah, I know him.’ I look at the clock,
‘It’s four ‘o’clock. Lectures will have finished
so he may still be in his office, or we try him at
home? I don’t want to give him a heads up.’

Professor Hammond has his back to
both of us. I watch as he continues to pour hot
water into the cup. For a fraction of a second,
the flow of water stops, and I think I see a
slight tensing in his shoulders.

‘His home’s nearer, close to Harlington
Woods.’
~

‘No, I don’t think so. Is that one of those
porn sites?’ He turns around and smiles. His
face looks odd like he doesn’t smile much.

Thud, creak, squelch. Thud, creak, squelch.
Thud, creak, squelch.

‘Yes, that’s right. You make a call, and a
girl will talk to you live.’

~
It’s the normal routine. We turn up, ask a few
questions, get a feel for the man and his situation, and take it from there. To begin with, it’s
exactly that.

‘Interesting, but not my cup of tea, so to
speak.’ He puts his head down and hides his
grimace at his attempted joke. Murphy nods
and notes Hammond’s response.

‘Hello Professor, I’m DCI Thomas and
this is DC Murphy. Any chance we could
come in and have a word.’

‘That’s a little odd, we have your number
calling the website.’ I say, as I watch his reaction closely. He doesn’t blink.

‘Of course.’ He looks at me intently, ‘I
know you, don’t I? You’re Nicks…’

‘I had my phone stolen.’ He has stopped
making tea, his arms hang loosely by his side.
He is bigger than I remember. He looks like a
ginger ape with acne.

Why some men have such a problem
saying girlfriend or partner is a mystery to me.
I help him.
‘That’s right. How are you, Professor
Hammond?’
We follow him to his kitchen at the
back of the house. The blinds in the living
room are down so I can’t see the road where
we parked the car. The house is dark, and the
atmosphere feels heavy. It’s like there hasn’t
been fresh air in the house for a very long time.
I make a mental note.
‘A cup of tea… coffee?’

Image by David D from Pixabay

‘No thanks, this shouldn’t take long, we
just need to ask you a few questions.’

‘Really. When
was that, Sir?’ Murphy grips his pencil ready
for the response, holding eye contact until Professor Hammond looks away.

Next to the kitchen island, I perch on
one of those uncomfortable stools people have,
where there’s nowhere for your knees to go.
Murphy remains standing.

‘Oh, I don’t know. A week or two ago?’
‘One of the calls was a month ago.’

‘Is it OK if I make myself one? I’ve just
got back from work.’

‘Maybe it’s been stolen a month. Who
remembers these things?’

‘That’s fine, we can talk as you make it.’ I
look at Murphy and nod for him to begin. He
tugs at his collar briefly, a nervous habit I have
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I am watching him unravel. His eyes are all over
the place, as if looking for a quick escape. He
blinks more rapidly,
‘I reported it. Let me just get the bit of
paper. It’ll be in my office.’
He moves past us quickly, his head
down, disappearing through a door just behind
Murphy, off the kitchen. We hear him scrabbling about. Murphy raises his eyebrows at me
and half smiles, I give him a nod. We know we
are onto something.
I watch Murphy collapse in front of me
like a concertina: knees, body, head. He is
down. When I look up, the professor is there,
his eyes wide and wild, his mouth open and his
lips wet with saliva. He is laughing as he grabs
me. My police training kicks in and I try to defend myself, but he’s too quick. He slams something into the side of my head and I black out.
When I wake up, I can’t move. Murphy and
Nick are lying on the floor in front of me. Nick
is naked. She fought. There are bruises, welts

and cuts on her breasts, her thighs, and her
beautiful face.
~
Thud, creak, squelch. Thud, creak, squelch.
Thud, creak, squelch. The butcher’s tattoo.
Why has he left me until last? Why Nick?
Above me, I recognise Jessie’s head attached to
a hook; maggots have started to maw on her
eyes and around her mouth. Bile rises in my
throat. I look away quickly.
I tried screaming earlier. The professor just
laughed and muttered something about soundproofing and no chance. He is in a rhythm that
cannot be interrupted. Thud, creak, squelch.
I have watched his process; I know how he
butchers a person. I know he is nearly finished
with Nick. I’m next.
Thud, creak,
squelch. Thud.

squelch.

Thud,

creak,

***
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by Jayant Kashyap
After we first kissed and my hands reached your thighs — your
eyes a quiet yes and you — warm, gradually — like the

earth, I thought of a fox, perhaps because drunk, once, you’d decided

to get a tattoo: What if this earth that’s already so much water

drowns? Perhaps I’ll then have this comfort of being
apologetic — the idea of getting buried with an animal I’ve had
my fair share in killing. It was then I had fallen in love with the
idea of you; the way we, as a species, have always loved the sun

painting our ceilings orange, and the sheer impossibility

of writing about happiness. That night, we hadn’t gone too further

because, overwhelmed, you had thought of asking what love is
instead — and, quietly, I’d said nothing and you wouldn’t blink,

so I added not if you don’t want it. You: And what if you do?
It’s like craving for the idea of rainwater trickling down our naked

backs in midwinter; the idea of kissing a cigarette with burnt lips; the
idea of getting a tattoo of another animal we’re sure to end up

killing; the ambiguity of almost. You say if the world were already

too much water, would there still be love?
Yes.
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Table Tats
by kerry rawlinson

Unique
by Lily Lawson
Your tattoos tell your story,
people and things you love,
the expression of who you are,
even stripped naked
there you would be,
with your unremovable individuality.
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Mongoose.
(Fifteen Points)
by Toby Goodwin
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Ever since the age of fifteen, Zoe Fenway has
been quite certain that she is dying. A slight,
almost imperceptible pain in the jaw. Sore muscles. Feelings of tiredness, apathy. A sinking
sensation every morning. A breadcrumb trail to
a certain and indomitable truth. The truth of
her impending doom. No diagnosis was necessary, Zoe was more than capable of looking up
the symptoms herself. She knew it in her bones,
or rather she knew it in the lymph node just
below her jawbone on the right-hand side.
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, most likely. A likelihood that hung over her every day. A longing
to name the serpent, but fear of its definition.
Zoe Fenway is quite certain that she is dying,
and Zoe Fenway is also totally pished.

teeth intae its scaley fuckin flesh and tear out
its throbbing gizzard.
Jessie Fenway is rocking back and forth
thinking about sickness, squiffy. Her toes hang
over the curb and her frizzy hair flaps across
her face. There used to be days when Zoe’s parents would take the day aff when she was sick.
Sit and cuddle her up in bed with a hot water
bottle and read her a book, but those days are
gone.
The street is lined with cars. Pedestrians
lope lazily along. Snakes. Cobras. Vipers. Slithering, tasting the air. Behind Zoe stand two
bouncers wearing black t-shirts and white
masks. One is a man, and the other is a woman. Both have short hair, and the man has a set
of slithery, snaky, tribal tattoos covering one
arm. Shortly to the left of them is a sprawling
beer garden. Rows of six-seater wooden benches expand across a cordoned-off road. People
are chatting, enjoying the sunshine.

She’s standing outside a nondescript pub in
the Glasgow city centre wearing dungarees and
a striped tee-shirt. In a way, for Zoe, the pandemic was a relief. “Nae fear if yer no gawn
oot.” Or that’s what she thought, at first. The
thing with fear is that it doesn’t just go away. It
takes on a different form. Fear needs tae be
clawed to smithereens. You’ve got to sink yer
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Zoe looks down at her forearm, at her own
tattoo. Her wee, mongoose pal. Petey the mon-
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goose, she calls him. A flowery, art nouveau
design, like a tarot card. His weaselly body
arches back and bares his teeth. In Zoe's opinion, Mongooses are the most fearless animals
in nature. She got him for her eighteenth, six
years ago, and he’s served her well. “They wee
bastarts think nuhin ae fightin a king cobra, nae
bother. Poison that’ll turn yer blood to jam and
they’re like ‘sound, I’ll eat that.’” That’s what
Zoe wants from life. Not a resistance to certain
types of venom, but to live without fear. Fear
that grips her every morning. Fear that has her
feeling at her neck for inconsistencies every
hour of the day. Fluttering fear that’s so bad
sometimes that she can’t even leave the house.
It’s not a fear of death itself. She fears people.
She fears what people will think of her when
she’s finally diagnosed. She fears the doctors.
She fears the knowing looks, the pity. This is
why she’s so pished. That and the discount on
daiquiris on a Wednesday afternoon.

Da-po couldnae be brave. When her maw
wanted a divorce, he just said, “Aye.” A low,
sighing, aye. She heard it through a crack in the
door.
“Off you go, hen. You’re not getting back
in,” posh-bouncer says. He turns to his companion, “Seven o’clock and they’re all pished
like it’s 3am.”
“It’s the pandemic, man. It’s the fear, man.
We need tae jist stop bein afraid ae everyhin.”
“Right, you’ve had enough. Move along,
hen. Your pals left ages ago.”

Zoe stumbles and the female bouncer steps
forward, “C’mon, deary.”
“Don’t touch me!”
Zoe’d been drinking with a few friends from
a degree that she never got round to finishing.
They’d left after an hour, leaving Zoe with two
choices: either go home, still sober and play a
game of scrabble with fuckin Kyle, or get maer
pished.

Zoe’s favourite book growing up was Herb
Montgomery’s, Mongoose Magoo. A picture
book about a mongoose who was to be deported from an American zoo, and so had to find a
way to prove his value.
“What’s wrang with Mongoose Magoo?”
wee Zoe said, cuddled up in her bed.
“There’s nothing wrang with Magoo. It was
the people in suits who wanted rid of him.” Da
-po said, wearing a fisherman’s jumper and a
ginger beard. “They didn’t know how brave he
wiz. He had to show them.”
“I’ll show them tae,” her da’s name was
Paul. Her maw called him Po, so Zoe did too.
On the street, she whips around,
“Everycunt’s afraid these days, man. There’s
poison in the air, man. There’s poison in yer
fuckin phone, man.”
“How’s she so pished?” the male bouncer
says. Posh accent, barrel chest. Prick.
“No idea,” the other bouncer says. She’s
got a friendly Weegie accent and she’s about
the same height as the posh one. “She was only
in fer two hours.”
“Dunnae talk aboot me lit am no here!”

The latter proved to be the more attractive
option, or at least it had been until she took
herself for a smoke and wasnae allowed back
in. It never occurred to her that she could
smoke in the beer garden, but they were strong
fuckin daiquiris. She steps forward and pokes

“Aye, she’s wasted.”
“I’m no wasted. You’re a fuckin waste,
man. I’ve never seen hings so clearly, man. I’m
talking aboot bravery, man!”
Makarelle
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the posh bouncer hard in the chest, pushing
him back slightly.

Zoe stumbles back across the pavement. A
handsome couple stroll up and get straight in
the cab. High heels, a suit, and a wall of perfume. They look brave. Nice hair, nice clothes.
It’s the same thing. They’ve spent hours in mirrors, and from where Zoe’s standing it’s all
ootae fear. She catches a glimpse of herself on
the side of the taxi. Dungarees, frizzy hair,
mongoose.

“What you doin?” he says.
“A’d fuckin cream you at scrabble. I ken
aww the words. Here’s wan, mongoose; fifteen
points and that’s wi nae doubles. I fuckin love
mongooses. I’d cream ye, custard cream. Nae
abbreviations, nae initialisms. Zymology, define that. Can you? Didn’t think so. It’s the
chemical study of fermentation processes. The
fuckin, paranoia process. How about cortisol,
ten points; define it.”

“Queen’s Park please,” the girl says. That
would get Zoe pretty close to home. The door
slams and the engine shudders. Zoe looks
down the street. A small queue has formed at
the front of the pub, distracting those impudent
(thirteen points) fuckin bouncers. There’re also
a few pedestrians, but naebody’s looking. Zoe
can see the cabby typing in directions on his
phone.

“Whit?”
“Define cortisol. Ye cannae can you? You
cannae use a word if you cannae define it.”
“Right, I’ve had enough of you. Get gone
or I’ll radio the polis.”

A split-second decision.
Fuck aye, mongoose. She runs to the back
of the car, keeping her head down. There’s a
button under the boot and in one smooth
movement she opens it and rolls in.

“Take a step back and think aboot it,” that’s
what Da-po used to say. He always used to
help wi Zoe’s homework, but that stopped after
the divorce. She even used to try to get bad
grades on purpose, but it never worked.

She waits for a “The fuck’re you doing?”
that never comes, and the cab starts to move.
The boot is spacious, dark. Zoe cannae stretch
her legs, but she puts them to her chest, comfortable enough.

“C’mon.”
“Right, right, fuckin hell. Cannae take a
joke.” Zoe raises her chin and starts towards
the taxi rank. She looks down at the mongoose
and slaps it, “Good old Petey.” It was a nervous moment, a rite of passage. Sure, she’d been
fluttering more than on most days and sure the
pain had been brutal. Like a humming, hot
pencil dragged through flesh, but that’s what it
was all aboot: conquering fear.
There’s a white cab at the front of the rank.
Zoe marches up and raps her knuckles on the
window. “You free?” she says through the
glass.
The driver waves the back of his hand at
her.
“Crossmyloof!” that’s where her maw and
Kyle stay. She cannae fuckin stand Kyle.
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The window comes down. “No the day,”
the driver says.

“I’m sorry, you’ll be staying here this weekend,” her ma said. Zoe was fourteen, and she
was meant to go to Da-po’s house. “I’m really
sorry, but he’s died, Zoe.”

“C’mon.”
“Have some food and try a different taxi.”
Does he no know she’s a deed girl walkin?
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“It was a blood clot. Didn’t realise till too
late.”

That’s what any good-hearted mongoose would
do.

That’s a good word, clot. Low score (six
points) but there’s a certain onomatopoeic quality to it.

“I hope you told him where to get off,” the
guy in the back says.

“What?”
“C’mere,” Ma put an arm around wee Zoe.
“Sometimes life can be shocking. Sometimes
there’s no way to prepare yerself, understand?
What matters is how we deal wi these things.”
The cab turns a corner and Zoe’s head is
bumped against one side. She can hear the couple nattering away in the back.
“And then I was like, ‘You’re too short, Robert,’” the girl says.
To which the boy laughs daintily, “I love it
when yer bein facetious, Chantelle.” That’s another good word, facetious (fourteen points), but
he’s just used it incorrectly.
Zoe’s mother’s boyfriend, Kyle, sits about
with a face like a slapped arse watching prerecorded daytime TV, playing scrabble. She remembers the last game they played. A build-up
that he said was illegal. First stand – then understand – then misunderstand. It was a thing ae
beauty.
Kyle’s no got a beard, he’s gawky. Never had
any kids of his ain and he’s made no attempt to
get to know Zoe or her older brother, Tam. She
can feel it in the fear. It’s not a fear of Kyle himself. It’s a fear of what he thinks, of what he says
when she’s not there. He’s smart and successful
and she can tell he thinks she’s a waster, a permanent squiffy. That’s a big scorer, squiffy
(twenty-five points): to be mildly pished, drunk,
shit-housed, hammered, floored.
Kyle wears khaki shorts, and he talks down
to her. The man loves Scrabble, loves tae win,
and Zoe just cannae have that. Over the pandemic, this has been her only resolution. The
only thing to keep the fear at bay. She got her
ain board and she spent hours working out winning combinations to beat that facetious fuck.
Just to be smarter than him at the slightest thing.
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“Oh, well I then proceeded to be even more
facetious. I said that he’s ugly and that he
should go away.”
“Actually,” Zoe says, sitting up. “Facetious
is an adjective describing a phrase that is intended not to be taken seriously, like if I said, ‘I love
the smell of this car,’ and I was takin the piss,
then I would be being facetious.”

“What the hell?” the boy says.
“Who’s there?” Chandelle says, and then she
goes, “Excuse me, excuse me!”
“What is it?” the cabby says.
“There’s someone in the car boot!”
The cab stops, flinging Zoe hard against the
back seat. “Who the fuck is in the boot?”
“The fuckin mongoose!” Zoe shouts. A door
slams and there’s a sound of marching. A crack
of light appears and the boot swings open. Zoe’s
knees are still at her chest.
“Get the fuck out of my cab.”
“It’s a misunderstanding. I’m a bit squiffy.”
She puts a hand at the edge of the boot and
heaves herself out. The cabby slams it behind
her and gets back in the driver’s side.
“Away tae fuck,” he says before driving off.
Zoe shakes a fist, “Aye, slither away ya bastarts! Your use of facetious was spot on.”
Zoe looks around, she’s in Pollockshields.
Not too far. She knows that in the morning she’s
gonna worry about everything; the conversations, the gland on her neck, the ache on her
back, her impending doom, but if she keeps trying, things will get better. Mongooses don’t give
up. She turns south and starts to walk. Fuckin
squiffy, man.
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Tit For Tattoo
by Amit Parmessur

As you already know, this earth is cold. There
are many poisonous snakes in its grass. So, she
has coiled a couple of them around her areola.
They guard her on the nights her favourable

stars are getting drunk in a bar. They are

a costly shoe to find the right path. How she
had bruised many a frail finger to find
the right punch. She has fought from tip

of her toenail to tip of her hair, the countless
emotional cicatrices keeping her virginity.

her faithful fireflies. People laugh at her. I guess
they must laugh at their mirrors first. She does
not need religious demons to paint

the tapestry of her life. I wish someday you
could see the blue octopus sprawling its

How about that dragon on her other breast?
Each time the invisible butterfly clock

on her beige wall chimes midnight, the time
when she makes secret love with the shadows
in her room, it springs to life and vomits fire.

seven toxic tentacles over her breast.
I am sure you would ask about the missing

As you already know, this earth is cold, very cold.

tentacle. I wish you could see the tiger
consumed with anger under the octopus.
She often shares how she had broken many
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The Incriminating Tattoo
by Ron Hardwick

‘Robert Frayn, you are charged with
the theft of a satellite navigation system from a
Citroen car on the twenty-third of October last.
How do you plead?'

'Insanity.'
'That is not a recognised plea in this
court. You must enter a plea of ‘Guilty’ or
‘Not Guilty.'
'Your Honour,' interjected the Defence
Solicitor. 'I must inform you that my client is
illiterate.'
'No I'm not. I just can't read or write.'
'Enter the plea that we agreed on,' whispered the Defence Solicitor to the defendant.
'Not Guilty, missus,' said Robert.
Thus started the trial of the hapless
Robert Frayn, a twenty-two-year-old petty
criminal who had been in and out of prison
since he was a teenager.
Copthorpe's Magistrate's Court was a
smart modern affair. The three magistrates sat
high up on an imitation teak bench and looked
down on rows of other similar benches that
housed the rest of the assembly. The walls
were white and the place reminded you of a
chapel of rest. Copthorpe's large and extravagant crest, a testament to its rural past, if not
Makarelle

its less promising present, was pinned to the
wall above the chief magistrate's head. The
crest comprised three sheaves of wheat, a tractor and a lion rampant with a quotation in Latin - Discite Justitiam Moniti - "Having been
warned, learn justice." Robert had been
warned many times but had signally failed to
learn justice.
'Call the main witness for the Prosecution,' said the Chief Magistrate, a fearsome
middle-aged woman with blue hair who rejoiced in the name of Catherine de Bruyn.
PC Blacklock shuffled into the witness
box. He was on the verge of retirement and
appearing in any court case caused him great
annoyance.
The Prosecuting Solicitor started his
questioning.
'Can you describe the events of the
evening in question?'
'Yes.' A pause of several seconds.
'Well, go on then.'
PC Blacklock dug out his notebook and
riffled through a few pages before clearing his
throat and speaking.
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'I was on duty at the Police Station on
Isis Road at nine in the evening of the twentythird of October.'
The Defence Solicitor, an eager young
chap called Lamb, interrupted.
'How do you know it was the twentythird?'
'Because there was a calendar on my
desk. I cross out each day as I leave work.'
'Can we get on?' asked Catherine.
'I was observing the closed circuit television,' said the policeman. 'It was trained on the
car park in Kendal Rise. We've had a lot of car
thefts there.'
'Go on,' said the Prosecuting Solicitor.
PC Blacklock did so.
'The Inspector had the idea of placing an
unmarked car fitted with expensive satellite navigation equipment in a prominent position in the
car, where it could clearly be seen on video. He
chose a Citroen because they are the easiest to
break into.'
'Objection,' said the Defence Solicitor,
'There is no evidence to support the proposition
that a Citroen is the easiest car to break into. I
own one myself and no-one has broken into
that.'
'Mr Lamb, may I remind you that this is
not the set of an episode of Perry Mason. I frown
on these ridiculous interruptions,' said Catherine. 'Carry on, Constable.'
'I seed that film,' said Robert to Lamb.
'Funny, it was. Black and white. I like Sid
James.'
'Mr Lamb, can you please tell your client
to cease talking, otherwise he will be charged
with contempt of court,' boomed Catherine.

into the driver's door handle, twist it with some
violence, and open the door. That caused the car
alarm to go off. He wrenched out the sat nav in
his panic and had it away on his toes.'
'I beg your pardon?' asked Catherine.
'It's an expression, Your Honour. It
means he ran away with some despatch.'
‘I see,’ said Catherine, who didn’t.
'Was the area well lit?' asked the Prosecuting Solicitor.
'Very brightly lit. We had positioned extra arc lamps so that we could better identify anyone who attempted to break into the car.'
'How did you know it was the defendant?' asked the Prosecuting Solicitor.
'He had his surname and date of birth
tattooed on the right-hand side of his neck.'
'He had what?' asked Catherine.
'His surname, Frayn, and his date of
birth, the nineteenth of May 1999, tattooed on
his neck.'
'These modern young people,' said Catherine, 'off their heads, if you ask me.'
'That's what I pled - insanity,' interposed
Robert.
'Mr Lamb, please tell your client to remain silent.'
'Better do as the old bat says,' whispered
Lamb.
'Mr Lamb, I have excellent hearing. I
would advise you to keep your insults to yourself.'
Lamb flushed to the roots of his hair and
nodded his acquiescence.

'Your honour, my client suffers from talkaholism.'
'He suffers from what?'
'Talkaholism. It's a form of neurosis. He
is a compulsive talker. He cannot help himself.'
'Well, you had better gag him, then. PC
Blacklock, please continue.'
'While I was watching the screen, a
young man came into view. He was carrying a
screwdriver. I saw him insert the screwdriver
Makarelle
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'Let us return to the matter in hand,'
said Catherine.

'Sorry Ma'am. My emotions overtook
me. I'll keep my opinions to myself in future.’

'You are sure that the name was Frayn,
and not Frawn or Frine, for example?' asked
the Prosecuting Solicitor.

'Very well. Mr Lamb, you may continue.'
'In what font was the wording of the tattoo written?' asked Lamb.

'It was most definitely Frayn,' said PC
Blacklock, 'with a capital "F."'

'Font?' replied the puzzled policeman.

'Thank you, Constable, with a capital
‘C,’ quipped the Prosecuting Solicitor, who
fancied himself as something of a wit. ‘Your
Honour, that concludes the case for the Prosecution. You may cross-examine PC Blacklock,
Mr Lamb, if you so desire,' he added.

'Was it Garamond, or Times New Roman? Ariel, perhaps?'
'I haven't a clue,' said PC Blacklock. 'I
know nothing about fonts, except you christen
babies in them. The writing was in italics.'
'Ah, so you couldn't see the tattoo clear-

Lamb got to his feet.

ly?'

'I most certainly do desire. PC Blacklock. There must be dozens of Frayns in
Copthorpe.'

'Yes, I could. It took up most of his
neck.'
'I don't suppose you have any definitive
evidence?' asked Lamb.

'No there aren't. There's just one family,'
replied the Policeman. 'I know them of old.
They live on the Penge estate. Bunch of villains. I know the father well - he's the worst of
the lot.'

'That's where you're wrong. I have evidence here in my bag,' replied PC Blacklock.
The policeman opened a folder he had
brought with him and extracted a sixteen by
twelve photograph. He flourished it in front of
Lamb's face and said:

'Constable, I suggest that you are biased
against my client,' said Lamb.
'Too right I am,' said Blacklock. 'All the
paperwork that family has caused me - more
pages than a telephone directory.'

'There's the evidence. Taken from the
video. You can see the time and date in the
bottom right-hand corner. You can see the defendant Frayn inside the car with the satellite
navigation thingy in his hand. You can clearly
read his tattoo, and also see his small pugilist's
ears, dyed blond hair and lack of chin. He's got
less chin than a squirrel.'
Lamb took hold of the photograph and
looked closely at it. His body sagged like a collapsed soufflé.
'Your Honour, I would now like to call
Robert Frayn to the stand.'
'Is there any point?' asked Catherine.
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'Certainly. Your Honour will understand the shambolic life my client has had to
endure thus far, and will doubtless be moved
by his plight.'

'I must ask the Clerk of the Court to
strike that remark from the record,' said Lamb.
'See to it,' Catherine told the Clerk of
the Court. The Clerk did as he was bid. 'PC
Blacklock,' added Catherine, 'Please desist
from making such inflammatory remarks.'
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'Very well. PC Blacklock, you may step

down.'
With alacrity, the burly policeman did
so.
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Robert walked to the witness box and
seated himself.

lour on the High Street. Had to rob a ironmonger's to pay for it.'

'Mr Frayn, would you describe your
home life as rewarding and motivational?' asked
Lamb.

'Quite so,' said Lamb. 'Your Honour,
that concludes my questioning of the defendant,’
said Lamb.

'Eh?'
'Let me rephrase that - are you happy at
home?'

'About time,' said Catherine. 'An openand-shut case if I ever heard one.'
'Your Honour, could I make a statement
in mitigation?' asked Lamb.

'I'm not at home.'
'What do you mean, you're not at home?'
asked Lamb.
'My old man threw me out. Said I wasn't
pulling my weight.'
'You mean you weren't engaging in
enough criminal activity to suit his needs?' asked
Lamb.

'If you must,' said Catherine. 'Tempus fugit and I do not want this court's valuable time
wasted by your seemingly pointless perorations.'
'Thank you, Your Honour. You see before you a tragic case. A hopeless, damaged, utterly unsatisfactory member of the male gender...'
'Steady on,' said Robert. 'I ain't all that

'I mean, I kept getting caught.'

bad.'

'And where are you living now?' asked

'...A petty criminal, in and out of prison.
Introduced to cannabis resin at an early stage,
which has led to further confusion in an already
addled brain. Cast out by his father into the wilderness...'

Lamb.

Mr Lamb, this is not a bible class,' said
Catherine.
Lamb ignored her. He was now in his
element.
'...And beaten senseless by his mother,
who is Copthorpe’s answer to Ma Barker, the
infamous murderous American matriarch...'
Photo by Leah Kelley from Pexels

'I'm dossing down in Copthorpe Park.
Third bench from the left.'
'Your father beat you regularly?' suggested Lamb.

'No, that was my Ma,' replied Robert.
'How did you progress at school?'

'Here, Ma didn't murder no-one - at least
I don't think so. Mrs Pearson did disappear,
though, sudden-like,' said Robert.
'...Deprived of an education, an illiterate
but not very artful Artful Dodger, stealing handkerchiefs and wallets with impunity...'
'I never stealed handkerchiefs - you can't
get nuffink for handkerchiefs these days,' protested Robert.

'Why did you choose to have your name
and date of birth tattooed on your neck?' asked
Lamb.

'A prison sentence would be the wrong
thing to do here,' said Lamb. 'What we need is
compassion, understanding. My client is prepared to come clean, to give up drugs and alcohol, and return to his partner, who is expecting
her first child by him.'

'In case I forgets who I am, of course.
Cost me fifty quid, that tattoo. Joe's Tattoo Par-

'I thought he slept on a park bench?'
asked Catherine.

'What school? I never went to no school.
that's how I can't read or write.'

'Not all the time,' interjected Robert.
Makarelle
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'Is that your summing-up finished?' enquired Catherine.

'...You will go to prison for nine
months. Take him down.'

Lamb nodded and resumed his seat.

'You could have at least worn a polonecked sweater when you broke into the car,'
said Lamb, as the court emptied.

'We will now retire to the ante-room
and discuss this case. You will wait here until
our deliberations are finished.'

'Don't have one,’ replied Robert.

They were back in less than ten
minutes. Catherine gazed sternly upon Robert.

'I mean, you must be the most gormless
crook I've ever come across in my career.'

'Mr Frayn, your counsel has done his
best to mitigate for you, and we have some
sympathy with your situation, although we
consider you an utterly loathsome individual.
It is clear from Police Constable Blacklock’s
evidence that you are Guilty as Charged. We
consider the theft to be a heinous crime, and
because you had the temerity to plead Not
Guilty...'

Robert's face brightened.
'Really? You mean I'm good at something? Wait till I tell my cell mates that I ain't
got no gorm. It's the best thing anyone has ever said to me.'
Lamb raised his eyes to Heaven and put
away his papers. He thanked goodness that his
next case was concerned with the keeping of a
dangerous dog. He could cope with animals.

'I only done what he told me,' whined
Robert.

***
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by Karen Honnor

My tattoos are not inked into my skin

where tear tracks betray the silent cries

yet there they remain, just the same,

and hint at nights lain awake,

if you know where to look.
To me, each bump and blemish

while others focus on the freckles
and the smile I sometimes fake.

is a reminder to cherish,
marking both the best and the worst of times,
but telling the story of me.

If I were brave enough, I’d get a seahorse tattoo,
a symbol of the soul I’d like to be,
not always seen -

The stretch marks unfaded,

creative and yearning to set that free.

mapping out motherhood,

Perhaps one day I’ll be bold enough,

along with the emergency C-section scar,
a story of survival,
a tribute to care.
One look at my hand
and I see both youth and age reflected the permanent bump of my fountain pen finger
taking my thoughts back to school days,
while alongside, age spots creep
and drying skin holds peaks in a pinch.
Wrinkles on my face carry worries,
weaving between dark circles under my eyes,
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to add ink to that expression,
to realise that intention,
before the moment passes and I’m too old.
Still, I know all that is there.
The seahorse and the mermaid with flowing hair,
beneath the skin,
hidden within the middle aged woman,
where there’s nothing to see,
nothing - but everything I have done and have
been,
obvious to me, but maybe to you all of it, an invisible tattoo.
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People tell me I’m really lucky. Lucky to have
been sent to the best school. Lucky to have
wealthy parents. Lucky to have made a love
match. Lucky my parents adore him. Lucky
he’s besotted, lucky he grants my every wish.

‘It’s time darling.’
My mother stands framed in the bedroom
door. Dressed in a white sari, she holds a garland of white jasmine. Standing up, I stumble
towards her, feeling her arm stemming my fall.

Lucky, lucky, lucky, lucky, so lucky.

‘Stay strong Dhuva*,’ she says softly.
Clinging to her, I inch forwards, as she
guides me along the landing, to the top of
the stairs.

“Thunk thung, thetha thung thung, thaka thaka
thunk, thuk, thuk. thunk, thunk, thunk.”
Strumming of drums on my parents’ drive
announces the arrival of Laskhman's family.
Opening my wardrobe, I take out my white
mini dress, pulling it on over my head. Not for
me, the sequinned sari shimmering, glistening
in the shaft of sunlight. Leaving it in its clear
dust cover, I bang the cupboard door shut,
dragging a comb through my hair. Ignoring the
make-up and jewellery cluttering my dressing
table, I slip on my white stilettos, chosen for a
special occasion so carefully, months ago. Covering my eyes with sunglasses, I put my head in
my hands, blocking the sunshine streaming in.
Wish I could just sit here. Wish I’d never carried on with this day. What on earth made me
do it?

‘Can’t do this Amma*,’ I hiss, looking
down at the crammed, open-plan lounge.
So many people.
Upturned faces looking at me.
So many eyes.
Boring into me.
All quiet.
Just watching.
What are they all waiting for?
‘It’s OK. I’ll stay with you darling,’ Amma whispers, tightening her hold.

Tottering, I hang on to the bannister.
Watching my feet, I prise one leg at a time off

*Dhuva - daughter
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*Amma - mother
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the cement floor. One step, then another, one
step, then another. At long, long last, Amma
and I reach the bottom. The large gathering
parts, clearing a path towards a line of Buddhist monks. A splash of orange in a blackwhite sea. A thousand feather strokes brush my
hand as others lightly touch my waist. Muffled
words float in the air. I pass through them all,
my heart pulsating to the Kandyan drums now
reaching a solemn crescendo in the garden.
Smell of coriander, cumin and garlic makes last
night’s meal of dry toast churn, churn, churn
inside me. Belching, I swallow back the vomit
rising to my mouth. Fixing my eyes on a small
table covered by a white cloth, I walk towards
it, holding on to Amma. I can hardly bear to
look, but yet, yet...I have to look. Look, look,
look at the black and white photograph resting
on the table. Reaching out, I run my free hand
around the face, looking back at me with its oh,
oh so familiar smile.

squatting proudly—one arm over his new pride
and joy—his beloved Triumph motorcycle.
Shuddering, I cross my arms. Close my
eyes. Take a deep breath.
‘Come on slow coach,’ Lakshman shouts
above the crashing waves.
‘Don’t go so fast,’ I yell back.
Running along Galle Face Green—the
wind on our faces—we laugh—watching
Laks’s latest purchase—a red and yellow kite
flying ever higher and higher towards a turquoise blue sky.

So Cold.
Hard.
Still.
The carefully gelled hair unruffled
by my fingers today. The face no longer changing to a pretend scowl for messing it up. My
whole body aches for that scowl. Amma places
the jasmines around the photo frame, gently
guiding me to a cushion on the floor, next to
Lakshman’s family. I know they’re looking at
me, wanting to draw comfort, but I keep my
head bent down.

Photo by Svetoslav Popov from Pixabay

Finally, I catch Laks up when he stops, puffing,
bending over, letting the kite drop back down.
Twisting the string round the winder, he picks
up the kite.
‘You’ll be such a wonderful father,’ I say,
linking my arm with his.

The drums stop.

His glistening chocolate brown eyes look
intense.

Pulling at the hem of my mini dress, I
draw my legs underneath me rubbing at the
goose pimples on my thighs. Should have worn
a white sari like Amma, or maybe a pair of bell
bottoms.

‘I wonder what it’s like? What’s up
there?’ he says, nodding his head upwards.
‘Apparently heaven,’ I laugh, ‘long time
before we have to think of that Laks. Come on,
let’s sit.’

Stupid. Stupid. Stupid.

A loud rustling like a large forest jostled
by a huge storm tells me, that everyone in the
room is now sitting down.

Knocking me softly on the head with the
kite, Lakshman follows me to the seawall.
Dangling our legs over—we sit together—kite
by our side—listening to the hoarse roaring of
waves frothing and rolling on to the shore.
Putting his arm around my shoulders, he draws
me into him. The minutes tick past until the
sun turns lobster red, sinking itself into the
horizon.

Waiting.
Deathly silence.
Suddenly broken.
Broken by regular rhythmical chanting.
Monks starting the celebration.
Lifting my head, I search the room. The
only place I see him is in that photograph—
Makarelle
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‘Gosh, look at the time. Amma will be
going mad,’ I shout, jumping off the wall, dusting myself down.

Getting on the Triumph—he waves—
starting the machine—driving off in a cloud of
dust. Standing at the top of our drive, coughing, I wave and wave as I always do, until he
becomes a small spot at the end of our road.

Stepping down from the wall, Lakshman
picks up the kite, handing it to a young beggar
child.

Until he’s gone.

‘This is for you,’ he says.

In three weeks, we won’t need to be
apart. We won’t need to be in separate houses.
Everything is ready.

The child’s face lights up like a car headlamp on a dark night.

In a short three weeks.

‘Ahhhh. He’ll be blessing you a long,
long life,’ I say, squeezing Lakshman’s hand.

The three weeks have passed, and we are celebrating today, but not the celebration that Laks
and I were expecting.

‘We couldn’t have taken it back on the
bike could we?’ Lakshman shrugs.

What was that someone once said? Life is
a tightrope, one loss of balance and you’re off?
Laks and I walked our tightrope, and one of us
fell off. How lucky is that? I only found out
when the phone trilled and trilled—waking the
whole household at first light—the morning
after the kite-flying day in Galle Face. I’m not
sure what happened. Don’t think I ever will be.
Will only ever know what I’ve been told.

Arm in arm we walk to where the Triumph motorcycle is parked. Riding pillion, I
put my helmet on as Laks revs the engine.
Resting on his shoulder, I wrap my arms
around him.

‘Ow. Too tight,’ he says.
Relaxing my grip a little—I close my
eyes—following his body movements with
mine—swinging around like on the waltzer at a
funfair—the bike throbbing—twisting, turning,
through clamouring—bustling streets of Colombo—finally grinding to a halt.

Apparently, Laks went home as he said
he would. Apparently he felt tired, was getting
ready for bed when his friends called. Apparently he said he wouldn’t go to the fair, but
changed his mind. Just go for a couple of
hours. Which is why he took the bike. Told
them not to pick him up. Apparently, on the
way, a lorry turned out of a side road. Laks and
the bike, hit the lorry, then a lamp post. Apparently, he wouldn’t have felt a thing. How do
they know? What would he have been thinking? All alone in the dark? Without anyone he
knew? What made him do it? No one seems to
know.

‘Home, Mali,’ Lakshman says.
Letting go of Laks’s waist, I stagger off,
standing on jellied legs, removing my helmet.
Thank God.
‘Staying for dinner, Laks?’ Amma leans
over our balcony.
‘Thank you. Better not. My Amma says
she never sees me these days...’ Lakshman replies.

Oh.

‘Oh. OK. Mali, don’t be long now,’ Amma says, going indoors.

The chanting has stopped. I open my eyes
and watch the masses, hands together, bowing
to the monks. The ceremony is over. Aroma of
spices mingles with the scent of incense and
coconut oil from the burning wicks of clay candles floating in large bowls. Scrabbling off the
floor, I take Amma’s arm. Seating me on a
chair, she fetches a cup of tea, placing it in my
hand.

‘Better do as you’re told, young lady,’
Lakshman winks.
‘Yes Sir,’ I salute.
‘Hey, the funfairs on. Shall we go this
week?’ Laks says.
‘Yes, but no fast rides,’ I reply.

‘Will you be alright, Dhuva? Just need
t…’ she says, moving her head backwards.

‘OK Miss,’ he says, pecking me on my
lips, putting his helmet back on.
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Sipping my tea, I look around. Aunts, uncles, cousins, Lakshman’s parents, brother,
friends, neighbours. My father and mother move
around each small group. Shake hands. Nod.
Shrug. Look towards me.
So many people. The only one I want, the one
that’s missing.
No one approaches me. My sunglasses
keep me from catching anyone’s eye—I see
them looking at me—giving me a wan smile—
glancing quickly away—shuffling.

ing few on the drive, I make my way to the
white garden wall, straddling it, looking up the
road.
He’s here. On his Triumph.
Stopping next to me, he turns off the throb,
throb, throb of the engine. Hopping off, grinning, holding out his hand.
I hold out mine.
The single solitaire gleams as it catches the
light.
He’s here with me. Always will be. My
heart fills, and I smile, smile, smile at the empty
road.

So alone.

Very, very alone.
‘Come. Everyone. Eat,’ Amma calls.
The crowd ambles forwards, forming an
orderly line into the dining room. The clatter of
plates accompanies the sound of chatter and
laughter. Hearing the drums re-start, I carefully
place my cup under the chair. Standing up,
keeping my eyes on the cement floor, I make my
escape into a garden of sunshine.

Today—today—our planned wedding day—
when we should have been celebrating two
lives—we celebrate just the one. Three weeks
after Lakshman went ahead of me as always,
I’m once again left to follow.

The drums on the drive continue to beat,
beat, beat. Lucky, unlucky me. Lucky, unlucky
me.

Finally free of sympathetic glances—
muttered words—gentle touches—shake of
heads—tearing eyes—trembling lips—I trudge
past the bright red anthuriums fluttering in the
gentle breeze—a birthday present from Laks last
year. Moving past the drummers and the smok-

***

Photo by Jesus Arias from Pexels
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She had a crow painted on her chest,
with raven black feathers o’er each breast.
The beak, as black as night,

The blind boy bled and wailed before her,
she held him still and said, ‘Listen sir,
you must know your lesson learned,

sat snuggly in her sternum tight.

you paid the price to be spurned.

The beady eyes gazed wisely out,

So, tell your tale to all who’ll hear.

and saw all that went about.

A lady has a choice, make it clear.

And with each beat of happy heart
The girl and crow became one part.

The crow so black and she were born,
She named him, the mighty Blackthorn.

If she says no, she means those words.
Be warned, who knows whom else has birds?’

The crow so black and she were born,
She named him, the mighty Blackthorn.

She was of whimsy and of magic.
Her tale so ancient, a real classic.
A suitor came, he drank some whisky.
Her beauty, he claimed, made him frisky.
She didn’t like it, and made it clear,
but the boy intended to interfere.
Blackthorn felt a sloppy hand upon his wing,
and pulled from her body like a spring.
The suitor didn’t expect a feather,
much less, to see a bird without a tether.
With alacrity of claw and beak
His eyes were gone before he could speak.

The crow so black and she were born,
She named him, the mighty Blackthorn.

Makarelle
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With a noise like a dying goose, Beck surfaced
from a nightmare in which she'd been chased
down a railway track by a horde of tooled-up
clowns with runny face-paint. Her mouth felt
like she'd been drinking glue and her head was
pounding.

mary school teachers in their late thirties aren't
supposed to go on pub crawls dressed as sexy
nurses.
It was all Diana's fault. It was her hendo, and she never knew when to call it a day.
She was always leading Beck into these situations, thinking up new ways of pretending to
herself that she was still a fresh-faced teenager
rather than a supposedly respectable Head of
Department. And she never got hangovers herself, did she?

She'd never liked hen-parties, even in
her twenties, and they were no more fun now
she was thirty-eight. All that alcohol-fueled innuendo - mindless, raucous laughter - stupid
games involving bright pink dildos and strippers dressed as police officers. At least she
hoped they'd been strippers. A sudden memory
of snapping the elastic on a young man's thong,
after pushing a tenner between his butt-cheeks,
made her groan again.

Beck couldn't remember getting home,
though she had a brief flashback of Jane barfing
in the back of an Uber and Ruth calling the
driver a wanker. The last bar she remembered
being in was Crazy Joe's down by the canal.
And then the whole hen-party, all seven of
them, had staggered out into the night, giggling
and holding each other up, and Diana had
spotted something nearby and started squealing
and pointing.

The memories were now queuing up,
each more excruciating than the last. An indistinct recollection of mincing down the middle
of a road, at one point – in the rain – holding
her shoes in one hand and singing 'Single Ladies' at the top of her voice made her grimace.

What had it been? Oh, yes. A tattoo
parlour a few doors down from the bar. Still
open. Festooned with fairy lights, in fact, and
its door standing open as if welcoming passing
drunks in.

Why had she agreed to go? She knew
she couldn't hold her drink these days. What if
someone had taken a photo and put it on Instagram or Facebook? She could lose her job. PriMakarelle
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And then...Oh, no...

‘What do you mean?’

As she turned over onto her back, gingerly, a sudden burning pain across her shoulder blades made her squeal and sit up, twisting
round in a fruitless attempt to examine herself
from behind. As she did so, a wave of nausea
rose and she had to pause in her contortions
until it passed.

‘Well, it looks like he’s drawn someone
jumping off the bridge into the Thames!’

She staggered to her feet and stood in
front of the mirrored wardrobe doors, looking
over her shoulder so she could see her upper
torso in the reflection. Bloody hell! Spread out
over the shoulder blades was a large monochrome tattoo, still pink and swollen. She
couldn't quite make out what it was supposed
to be - possibly a picture of Tower Bridge - but
one thing was for sure: it wasn't a transfer, or a
picture hand-drawn with a water-soluble felt-tip
– it was the real deal!

Photo by Albrecht Fietz from Pixabay

‘It’ll take a few days to heal fully,’ said
the tattooist, that afternoon. It wasn’t the actual tattooist who’d inked the drawing into her
skin. Beck and Diana had revisited Crazy Joe’s
but could find no tattoo parlour nearby. They’d
asked in the pub, but none of the bar staff knew
of such a place. In the end, they’d concluded
that the hen-party must have wandered much
further than they thought after leaving the bar.

"How could you let me get a tattoo?'
Diana was wearing her standard 'I-don't
-understand-why-you're-upset' expression. She
lived in the flat two doors down and they were
standing in her kitchen. Beck had her shirt off
and Diana was examining the tattoo with the
air of a visitor to an art gallery, contemplating a
masterpiece.

The first name that came up when they
googled ‘city-centre tattoo parlours’ was only a
few streets away so they’d decided to pay it a
visit, but they knew straight away that it wasn’t
the place they’d been the previous evening. The
tattooist, a middle-aged woman with a sleeper
in her nose, was friendly and sympathetic,
however.

'I've never believed in standing in the
way of my friends' dreams,' she said. Eyes wide
and innocent.
'Dreams? I've always hated tattoos! You
know I've always hated them.’
'Mmm,’ said Diana, at last. ‘It looks like
Tower Bridge – unusual design, very welldrawn. Must’ve taken hours. Some real talent
went into that.'

‘You’ll need to keep it covered for a few
days,’ she said.

'I don't care if it was drawn by bloody
Grayson Perry, I want it off my back!’ Beck
paused, making an effort to keep her voice
calm. ‘How much do you think it’ll cost to get
it removed?'

‘That won’t be an issue,’ said Beck, grimly.
‘Interesting design. I’ve not seen that one
before. Real artistry. Must’ve cost a bit?’
Beck rolled her eyes. She hadn’t even
considered how much it had cost.

Diana ignored the question, peering
closer at Beck’s back. ‘There’s something falling off the bridge,’ she said, tracing something
with her finger.

‘Bit of a dark subject, though,’ said the
tattooist.

‘Be careful. It’s still sore, you know!’

‘What do you mean?’ asked Beck.

‘You’ve just pulled the skin a bit, sleeping on it. Bit of Savlon’ll fix that.’ Diana’s optimism made Beck grind her teeth. ‘The tattooist
must have a sense of humour.’
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‘No, you’ve got it wrong,’ said Diana.
‘There’s no body in the river. It’s someone
jumping off the bridge.’

what I was doing, and then let some big sweaty
bloke stick his big needle in me.’
The woman in front of them put her
hands over her child’s ears, and an old man
across the aisle gave them a startled look.

‘It definitely looks like a body floating
face down in the river to me,’ said the tattooist.
Diana peered round her, staring very closely at
Beck’s back.

‘It wasn’t like that,’ said Diana, loudly,
for the benefit of the other passengers. She lowered her voice and addressed Beck directly. ‘No
one made you get a tattoo, did they? You’re a
grown woman. And how do you know it was a
big sweaty bloke? It might have been a sweet
little woman like that girl earlier.’

‘Look, will one of you take a bloody photo so I can see it too?’ said Beck, grumpily.
On the bus, the women stared at the photo on
Diana’s phone. It seemed odd to Beck to see
her own back from this angle; the tattoo gave
her flesh an alien quality that sent a shiver
down her spine. She could see, however, what
the tattooist and Diana had meant by its style.
It was a simple line drawing, rather cartoonish
but definitely more Da Vinci than Schulz.
Somehow, those simple lines seemed to contain more life than you’d expect. It reminded
her of some Aboriginal art she’d seen on a documentary once, though it was very clearly a
picture of Tower Bridge.

‘There should be a law against tattooing
people when they’re drunk.’
‘There probably is,’ said Diana. ‘Look,
let’s ring the girls. They might remember the
place. And, if not, we can take this photo
round every tattoo parlour in the city until we
find the right one. Ok?’

‘Ok.’

‘I must have seen it wrong, earlier, somehow,’ said Diana. ‘I mean, it’s obvious, looking
at this, that there is definitely a body in the water. It’s a picture of a suicide.’
‘Who the hell would draw a suicide on a
drunken stranger’s back?’ Beck’s headache was
returning. She was trying to check her online
bank statements but could find no record of
any recent unexpected debits. ‘We need to find
the git who did this to me and get him to remove it.’

Photo by Brett Sayles from Pexels

To be fair, the women who’d accompanied
them on Diana’s hen night were – at least after
their initial giggles and expressions of teasing
outrage – sympathetic. They were also keen to
help. They divvied up Diana’s list of city-centre
tattoo parlours between them, so that soon virtually every tattoo-artist in the city, and a few
outside it, had been visited by a woman flashing a photo of an unusual tattoo and asking if a
group of drunken women had been in their
shop late Friday night. No one, it seemed, recognised the picture or any of the women. Many
claimed they didn’t open in the evening and
would never tattoo a drunken person.

‘At least you can’t see it.’
Beck glared at her friend.
‘Every time I go to the beach or a swimming pool, I’ll have to reveal I have a picture of
a bloody bridge-jumper etched onto my back!
What about when I have a man staying over?’
‘Well, that won’t be a problem, will it?
Not with your love life!’
‘It’s just a bloody joke to you, isn’t it?’
Beck pressed the palm of her hand to her forehead in an effort to stop herself crying. There
was an awkward pause while she stared, unseeing, through the bus window, then she turned
back to Diana. ‘I’ve been violated, because of
you. You made me go on your juvenile pub
crawl, got me so bloody drunk I didn’t know
Makarelle
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‘They don’t want to be sued,’ agreed
Jane, shaking her head in a resigned way.

It was a fortnight after the hen-party when
Beck noticed the tattoo was changing.

‘It looks like it’s a dead-end, hon,’ said
Devi. ‘And they all say it’ll cost at least a thousand quid to get a tattoo of that size removed.’

After the initial soreness wore off, Beck
found that Diana was right: because the tattoo
was on her back, she couldn’t see it easily, and
she found she could forget about it for hours at
a time. However, every morning and evening,
when she dressed and undressed, she would
catch sight of the black marks in the mirrored
wardrobe doors and a fresh wave of revulsion
and anger would sink into her soul.

‘Looks like you’re stuck with it,’ said Diana. ‘At least for now. Maybe you’ll get used to
it.’
After this first flurry of sympathetic energy, the ‘girls’, as Diana called them, seemed to
lose interest. They were Diana’s friends, after
all, thought Beck. She’d met most of them for
the first time at the hen-party. And Diana’s
wedding also distracted them from Beck’s tattoo problem, of course. Months ago, when Diana had first asked Jane and Ruth to be her
bridesmaids, Beck had been vaguely annoyed
that she hadn’t asked her. Diana had known
them since her schooldays, of course, and it was
only random chance that she and Beck had become friends in the past few years due to both
working in the same school and living in the
same block of flats. Anyway, who wanted to be
a bridesmaid aged thirty-eight? But still, she’d
felt vaguely disappointed, even a little jealous,
at the time. But now she was relieved: it meant
she wouldn’t have to wear one of those low-cut
bridesmaid frocks and reveal the hideous tattoo
to the congregation.

At first, she wasn’t sure that the image
was actually changing. It just seemed a little
wonky, a few lines seeming finer, paler than
they had been, others curving slightly when
they had been straight. She assumed it was an
optical illusion caused by the awkward twisting
movement she had to make to see the picture,
or even a distortion caused by the mirror.
After a few days, however, the changes
became unmistakable.
‘Compare it to your photo,’ she told Diana, who had now returned from her honeymoon in Sicily. But when Diana opened up the
photo on her phone, she found it looked exactly the same as the picture on Beck’s back.
‘But it was a picture of Tower Bridge
before, wasn’t it?’ said Diana, mystified.

Beck had hated tattoos for as long as she could
remember. Her father’s arms had been covered
in them. Ever since he ran off with her babysitter when she was six, she’d associated them
with fecklessness and betrayal. She remembered her mother telling her never to trust a
man with a tattoo.

‘Yes. You saw it and the woman at the
tattoo parlour saw it too, because you had a
debate about whether the figure in it was falling
or in the water, remember?’
Diana was silent for a while, staring first
at her phone and then at Beck’s shoulderblades. ‘This is so weird,’ she said at last. ‘I
could have sworn it was a picture of Tower
Bridge, but it now looks more like a train.’

‘Pikeys,’ she’d say, curling her lip as if
there was a bad smell. ‘Unreliable chavs. Steer
well clear, Rebecca. Don’t make the mistake I
made.’

‘It’s changed, hasn’t it?’ Beck’s voice
was urgent and fearful.

At least her mum, who’d died five years
earlier, would never see the monstrosity carved
into her daughter’s flesh. Beck could imagine
her reaction. It would be just one more thing
for her to be disappointed by – not only was
her daughter still unmarried aged thirty-eight,
not only had she recently been overlooked for
promotion at the school where she worked, not
only was she living in a poky little flat in the
middle of the city with very few friends – but
now she had a bloody great tattoo across her
back!
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‘It can’t have,’ said Diana. ‘Or my photo of it would be different. We must just have
somehow seen it wrong before.’
‘Or your photo has changed too.’
‘That’s insane!’
They called the others, but none of them
could help. Devi, Sue and Ruth had deleted the
photo from their phones, and the pictures on
Jane’s and Fiona’s phones looked exactly like
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the one on Diana’s, which looked exactly like
the tattoo: a cartoon-like but skillful linedrawing of a tube train moving at speed towards
the viewer, its destination ‘Piccadilly’, the darkness of the tunnel down which it was travelling
cross-hatched around its edges. It was definitely
no longer a picture of Tower Bridge, and Beck
noticed that Diana and her friends soon seemed
to believe it never had been. She began to wonder whether she needed her eyes testing, or
whether she was herself delusional.
Then, one morning about three weeks
after the hen-party, Beck saw that something
had been added to the picture which made her
freeze in shock for several seconds, before she
rushed round to Diana’s flat in her dressing
gown.
‘Oh my god!’ said her friend when she
saw it. There was a human figure in the picture
now, her falling body silhouetted by the train’s
headlights.

a junior minister in the Conservative government who had thrown herself under a London
tube train during the evening rush-hour.
‘So, are we saying the tattoo is somehow predicting tragedies?’ asked Diana. They were both
sitting on Beck’s sofa, holding tumblers of the
brandy Beck’s mum had given her years before
‘for emergencies’. Beck had never opened it before as she hated brandy, but it was the only alcohol in the flat and they both felt like they
needed something to calm their nerves.
‘Not just tragedies,’ said Beck. ‘It’s more
specific than that. It’s suicides. The man jumping
off Tower Bridge, the woman jumping in front
of a tube train.’
‘Both in London.’
‘Yeah. Is it some kind of…of magical predictor? I mean, that’s super-crazy, yeah?’

Beck suddenly stepped away from Diana.
‘It’s you doing this, isn’t it?’ she hissed.

‘It sounds completely bonkers, but it has to
be true. Tattoos don’t change! Not in the normal
world!’

‘What do you mean?’ Diana’s face was
pale with shock.

‘So I have a bloody magical tattoo on my
back?’

‘You drew this on my back while I was
asleep, didn’t you? Did you drug me? Is it some
kind of sadistic prank?’

The two women stared at each other.

‘Of course I didn’t!’
But Beck was slamming the door and
running back to her own flat.
She showered for a long time, but there was no
sign of the ink fading. It must be indelible, she
thought, through angry tears. All that day at
work, she avoided Diana, ignoring the texts her
friend sent her. In her calmer moments, she suspected she was being ridiculous. Why would
Diana do something like this? Was she trying to
gaslight her? It seemed like some mad thing out
of a beach novel, not something that would happen in real life. But she could think of no other
explanation for how the tattoo had changed.
That evening, Diana rang her doorbell.
‘Did you see the news?’ she asked, her face
drained of all colour.

‘It could be a good thing,’ said Diana,
slowly, at last. ‘It might be so you can prevent
people committing suicide? Like a super-power.’
Beck stared at her friend, incredulous.
‘And how exactly would that work? How could
I save the poor sod who threw themselves into
the Thames? And how could I be expected to
know which tube station to hang around in on
the off-chance I’d spot a woman who looks like
a politician and realise she was going to take a
dive right under a bloody train?’
Diana shrugged helplessly. ‘Maybe you
could get help – you know, tell the police?’
‘Oh, yes, I can see them taking me seriously…’
‘But they’d have to. They could see for
themselves.’
‘How? The bloody photos change just like
the tattoo itself! There’s no evidence! They’d just
have to take my word for it!’

Beck nodded, mutely. The two women
clutched each other’s arms, both trembling. The
main story on the evening news had been about
Makarelle
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‘Then they’d just think we were a pair of
lunatics, or crackheads, or secretly filming
them for TikTok or something…’

bath’s side, blood dripping from a slit in his
wrist.
Beck and Diana scoured the papers for any
news of such a suicide; two days later they didn’t have to look any more. The day’s big story
was how a Russian oligarch had been found
dead, in his penthouse suite in London, having
killed himself by slitting his wrists and slowly
bleeding to death in a hot bath. He’d left a
note, in which he’d explained his belief in what
he called ‘the Roman method’.

The next change happened only a week later.
Over a period of four days, the tattoo’s lines
shifted themselves into an image of an oldfashioned roll-top bath. It was a view from the
side, with water slopping over the edge to form
a few puddles on the floor. It was still drawn in
that distinctive style, like a high-brow graphic
novel, the simple black lines somehow managing to convey the essence of what was being
portrayed.

‘I thought Romans fell on their swords,’
said Diana. ‘That’s how Mark Antony does it
in Shakespeare.’

Diana took snaps of Beck’s naked back
every morning and evening, but each time they
looked at the photos they showed only what
the tattoo itself looked like at that moment,
even though the women knew it was transforming daily. It was as if there was some kind
of link between the tattoo and the photographs
of it, so they both metamorphosed in tandem.
And – even more alarming – Beck noticed that
Diana too started to forget the previous images

Beck didn’t respond. She was thinking of
David’s painting of The Death Of Marat. She’d
studied Art History at university before switching to a teaching degree at her mother’s insistence. Marat had not committed suicide, however – he’d been murdered. But the tattoo’s
composition reminded her of the painting’s
shocking realism. There was something almost
obscene about these lines on her flesh predicting such deaths – deaths that she could prevent,
if only she knew who and where and when.
Without any means to find out these details, it
was as if the tattoo was mocking her, sneering
at her impotence, her fallibility.
Beck drew out all her savings and paid for a
series of laser treatments to remove the tattoo.
A week after the final session, the lines reappeared and, within days, they were as vivid as
before. This time they showed the gates and
fence outside Downing Street, number ten just
visible beyond. A day later, a figure appeared,
spreadeagled against the fence, presumably in
the act of sliding down to the floor, his chest
peppered with bullet-holes.

Photo by webplastic from Pixabay

after a few
hours. She remembered the tattoo’s existence
and she accepted Beck’s explanations of how it
changed and how it seemed to be connected to
real-world suicides, and the importance of her
daily photographs, but her knowledge of the
actual specifics of earlier images seemed to drift
away.

‘That’s not suicide,’ said Diana, a note of
triumph in her voice. ‘That’s murder!’
The news story the following evening was
how a suspected Islamist terrorist had been
killed by police outside the Prime Minister’s
London residence. It soon emerged that the
man hadn’t been a terrorist at all but an exsoldier suffering from PTSD.

On the fifth morning, a figure appeared in
the bath – a man, head lolling to one side,
mouth open, hand and forearm draped over the
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With each change in the tattoo, and each accompanying suicide, Beck became more withdrawn. She could no longer cope with her job
and was given extended leave. She spent every
day searching news broadcasts, papers and the
internet for stories about suicides in London,
examining her tattoo in the mirrored wardrobe
doors every hour to see whether there were any
changes. As soon as Diana returned from
work, Beck would bang on her door, begging
her to take another photo, though she knew it
was hopeless.

plants when she was away. The flat was oddly
silent and Diana felt a spasm of dread.
She found Beck lying motionless, facedown on the bed, head twisted to one side. Several empty pill bottles and the spilled remains
of the bottle of emergency brandy lay beside
her on the mattress. The bedsheet was draped
over her buttocks and thighs, and wrapped
round one leg.
The tattoo on her back showed a naked
woman lying on a bed in exactly the same position.

It was only a few days after a teenager
was found hanged in his cell in a Detention
Centre in Lambeth [the tattoo had depicted
him as seen through the grille in the metal
door] that a Deliveroo driver banged on Diana’s door.

Diana sank down beside Beck. She felt
her friend’s wrist and neck, but there was no
pulse. She hadn’t expected one.
She rang 999, and, while she waited for
the emergency services to arrive, she flicked
through the photographs on her phone. She
wasn’t sure why, as there were none there of
any interest.

‘Delivery for Number three,’ he said,
nodding down the corridor. ‘You’re her nominated neighbour.’

When, finally, she heard footsteps on
the stairs, she turned her wet face towards Beck
again and saw that her naked back was now
smooth and pale, with no sign that it had ever
been the canvas for a tattoo.

Diana knew that Beck rarely left her flat
these days. Carrying the parcel, she banged on
the door, but there was no response.
‘Anyone at home?’ she called through
the letterbox.

After a while, she used the key Beck had
given her years ago, so she could water her
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Meet the Editors
Dini Armstrong
Dini Armstrong, now Scottish, worked as a
journalist and psychologist but has written since she was four years old.
Armed with an MA in Creative Writing, Dini has published
short stories, flash fiction and non fiction and published audio versions of
her stories for the Scottish Book Trust.
She is currently looking for a home for her first novel “Why Daisy set the
Hermit on Fire”, which was shortlisted for the First Novel Prize 2021.
Photo credit: Vera Cloe Zebrowska

Jane Langan
Jane Langan has work published online, in magazines and in an anthology. She
has had a varied career from stand-up comedian to people manager. She has
an MA in Creative Writing and is currently editing her novel whilst being
Mum to teenagers, taking photos, knitting, tap dancing and telling the cat to
‘get off that!’
http://howilikemycoffee.blogspot.com/

Ruth Loten
Ruth’s first writing memory is for her writer’s badge in Brownies but her
MA in Creative Writing probably trumps that. Ruth has been published
in various anthologies and is usually found in her study, mainlining
coffee and frantically pinning editorial notes onto a noticeboard.
Her first novel for adults is out in the wild seeking a publisher.
https://www.reloten.com
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“Friends, goodnight.”

It seemed fitting to end our tattoo-themed edition with the closing line of a song whose title
also appears to originate in the Dutch ‘taptoe’.
‘Taps’ is traditionally sung at the end of the day
in camps and Girl Guide meetings across the
world. Recently, the final line has been changed
to the words of our title, in order to make the
song more inclusive.

donations (totalling £329) we received and these
are enabling us to keep the magazine going, paying for website costs, the flipbook software and
image licenses. If you would like to donate,
there is a button on both the flipbook page and
our website homepage. Every penny helps us to
continue publishing the amazing work you’ve
seen.

At Makarelle, we delight in embracing
everyone regardless of race, colour, gender, disability, sexual orientation or belief system, so this
felt like a very apt way of saying ‘goodbye until
next time’. It also gives us the opportunity to say
thank you to some very special friends of the
magazine.

We hope you have enjoyed our latest edition as much as we enjoyed putting it together
for you and we’re sure you will agree that our
contributors have done another amazing job.
Thank you for visiting us and we hope to
see you again next time! Remember to spread
the word and tell all your friends about us.

We are incredibly grateful for the generous

Our autumn issue will be available on 15th October 2021
We will reveal the theme and accept submissions from
21st August to 11th September 2021.
Check www.makarelle.com for updates.
Makarelle
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